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The computer ha': been USN aq a learning device for more

than a decade. Much use has been experimental, small scale at a

few institutions. Now we are beginning to see more widespread

use of computers; all indications are that this rate of increase

011 continue for a long time.

One important new feature. in the beginning of commercial

marketing of complter based learning material. A wide range of

companies is entering the fray -- textbook publishers, other

publishers, computer vendors, and new companies developed just

for this marketing task. Much of the material marketed is of

poor quality, based perhaps on the assumption that when so little

material is available, almost anything will sell.

Almost all modules marketed for the computer are "tidbits,"

small bits fitting into courses driven primarily by traditional

learning modes: lectures and textbooks. The computer units

prevalent so far assume such conventknal courses. At the

experimental level, however, we find much more extensive

curriculum with the computer playing an important tole in the

structure of the course.

When a new learning mode appears the initial tendency is to

use course structures already successful with earlier learning
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modes. This In the naive initial assumption of a successful

developer of curriculum material within older learning modes such

as books and films. But as experience Increases, along with

understanding of the learning capebilities of the tomputer, new

;all organizational str. 'In courses emerge tkt were

not possible without compute, . As paper delineates

organizational modes for computer based courses.

Implicit behind my discussion is the idea that computers can

be very effective learning devices, particularly in large

classes. I will not explore the effectiveness of computers in,

this paper; the reader should consult other sources,]

First, I consider general aspects of courses, some concerned

with learner control and one with a variety of approaches. Then

I describe course organizations made possibly by computers.

Content Choices

Most existing courses in every media assume instructor

controlled content, where the instructor determines everything to

be learned; students have little choice. Computers, from

earliest days, have allowed courses where students enjoy

Hility in content. For example, the beginning physics

at Irvine depending heavily on the computer, has allowed,

terent variants of the course, 11 two to six separate

tracks through the ten weeks of the quarter. Two sets of

material are available. The tracks in versions offering more

choice are built from combinations of these materials. In each

case a fixed set of student materials was available, but the
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topics of the different tracks differed significantly, as evinced

by the different tests used Nithithe two sets of materials.2

We could catty this further and allow still greater user

coatrol of content. Some of the staunch supporters believe that

this is how LOGO should be used. At least in some cases LOGO

devotees seem to object to the idea that any fixed curriculum

should exist at all; rather they suggest that users should make

all the choices of what to do next. I do not believe, however,

that such completely free student content choice has ever

occurred in school environments, except on a very small scale.

So we might thinl; of learner control of content as a

spectrum, starting with the usual courses with no control and

moving through a variety of situations with more an more control

on the part of learners. We could argue philosophically for

various positions in the spectrum, but we will not. As with many

of the issues raised in this paper, we need more experience and

empirical information before we can make reasonable assertions.

Pace

Another degree of learner control concerns the pace of the

course, the rate or speed at which students move through the

topics of the course. Most traditional pre-computer courses

offer little choice: the timing of lectures and dates of

assignments and exams, establish a fixed instructor-determined

pace. A student who tries a slower pace is penalized by the

grading System, and no incentive encourages a faster pace.

A computer based course or curriculum can allow learner
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control over pacing. The rate of learning can thus he different

for different students. For example, a student, whose

mathematical background is indequate for a topic in chemistry can

take the time to improve and then can return to chemistry. Or if

students are a.ready familiar with a topic, they can move through

it quickly.

A possible psychological difficulty with learner control

over pace is procrastination. It is conceivable that some

students told to move at their own pace will do nothing) Whether

this is'a problem or not may depend on other factors in such

courses.

Order of Topics

Just as the usual courses offer learners no choice in

content or pace, so these typical courses usually offer learn rs

no choice either in the order to approach topics. Again the

fixed order is determined by developers or by instructors.

Indeed, the behavioral approach to inqructional design often

seems to imply that this fixed order of topics is essential, with

the behavioral emphasis on developing a sequential Set of

behavioral objectives.

But some approaches violate this fixed order and allow

students to have some measure of control, perhaps even complete

control, over the ordering of the topics. Gordon Pask champions

this point of view, arguing that the best learners do not

approach the learning task linearly, but rather typically study

simultaneously several components of the subject area,
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instructors often believe strongly that students cannot or should

not study Topic B until they have studied Topic A, no their

implicit view is the linear view just discussed, But this Is not

necessarily the case for all students. So learner control of

topics is again a spectrum, varying from no control to complete

control,

Ways of Learning

Another possibility may be observed in curriculum

developments employing the mastery learning ideas, with or

without computers. The question is, for a given topic, how many

ways do students have for learning that topic? Often only one

approach is easily available; the textbook presents one way of

learning the material, and the lecture, while using a different

r, mode, often follows closely the textbook approath. So we have

with textbook and lecture a difference in medium, but not a

difference !n approach; students have in most situations only one

window into the topic being learned. A student studying alone,

using a book, is even more restricted,

In the contrasting situation any one topic or concept

benefits from a "supermarket" of ways for learning, employing

different media and different approaches to the topic. Perhaps

some structured way exists to gather the products students need

In the supermarket of learning approaches, or perhaps it is left

entirely to the student. Like all supermarkets, it can be

relatively sparse or rich with many learning products.

What is the advantage of supermarket approaches? Benjamin
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Blum and other suNorters of mastery learning ideas suggest that

different students can best learn in different ways, That is, an

approach which works well with one student will not necessarily

%ilk with another student, The claim goes further: For every

student some way exists to learn the topic effectively and in

reasonable time, Even further, some individuals would argue that

if someone fails to do well In learning something, that person

did not have the "correct' learning sequence available. The

Implication, then, Is that students fail only because these

students lack adequate curriculum material. This hypothesis

needs to consider motivational issues, too--it is difficult for

anyone to learn who is dead set against ill

The four factors discussed in the last three sections, fixed

content versus learner controlled content, fixed pace versus

variable pace, fixed order versus learnei controlled order, and

single versus multiple ways to learn, can apply in a variety of

course ordering structures. In most learning situations today,

the choices are (see Figure 1) for the small end left, of each

spectrum; little learner choice is offered. On the other hand,

choices with too much freedom may be impractical for many

learners.

Readers should consider each of them In the light of the

next major section of the paper, which considers ways of

organizing courses,

- 6 -
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Course Organizations for Computer Based Courses

1. Traditional Course with Computers

The first mode of organization is, by far, most prevalent

when computers are used today. The organization of the course is

like most non-computer courses, with the same fixed sequence of

topics and with a fixed pace for all students. The computer

serves an important part of the instructional process, but the

organization of the course remains traditional.

The computer may replace or augment the book or the lecture.

In either case the computer material will, if well designed, be

much more interactive than the book or the lecture. The computer

is simply replacing one or more of the learning modes of a

traditional course, with the rest of the course structure

remaining intact. Courses of this kind are fixed content, fixed

order courses, with no learner control, limited in the variety of

learning modes and approaches offered to students. Testing

occurs infrequently at periods of weeks,

ning ) (Testing) (I,earning (Testing)

Time

Figure 2

2. Keller Flan Course with Computer
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In this second structure for course organization we see the

computer with a course structure popular on a small scale without

computers. This structure is called the personalized system of

Instruction, the Keller plan; or the mastery learning approach.

The basic structure of the Keller plan breaks the course

down into units, typically requiring about one week of study for

an average student. For each unit the course description

indicates what the unit covers, what learning resources are

available, and perhaps contains a sample test. Students study

the unit using available learning resources; the choice of

resources may be left to the student, but many courses of this

type stress the book as the principal learning medium, When

ready students take a test covering the unit. The test is graded

immediately, and the student receives feedback about difficulties

without delay. To continue to the next unit, students must

perform almost perfectly on the unit test; otherwise additional

study is suggested before another version of the test Is given,

In some cases additional study is required. Grades' are assigned

on the basis of competency rather than on a normative or

comparison basis.

The course is usually student paced, students having partial

or total control over how fast they traverse the material.

However, in most Keller plan courses students must face the end

of some designated time period (quarter, semester. We can find

many variants to this structure, and experts might disagree as to

which were "really" Keller plan or PSI courses.

9

h computer-deperdent Keller plan course can use the computer

in either one of two or In both. The computer can be used

in instructional mode, accessed by students to learn the topics

of the unit. Computer material is always available, unlike

lectures, allowing the course to he more self-paced, This

learning role of the computer is like that In traditionally

organized courses; the same material may serve in both, just as

the same book may serve both traditional and Keller plan courses.

TJie other way to use the computer in Keller plan courses is

for the unit tests, These test, .e fundamental in the course,

telling both students and instructor when the student has

mastered a unit, This testing function can be partially or

entirely on computer.

I will not give a full description of computer based

testing,3 but readers should understand that. such testing can be

very versatile. the problems can be selected from pools of items

or, often better, from sophisticated problem generators which

produce a widely varying collection of problems of a given type.

Tests can be devised so no test Is ever given twice under any

circumstances,

Immediate feedback on correctness can be offered. We can

also provide significant aid to students, aid very much tailored

to students' own explicitly manifested problems.

The introductory pre-calculus meth course at the University

of California, Irvine, developed by Stephen Franklin, uses on-

line tests without built-in aid. it assumes that instructors or

- 10
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rotors will provide this aid. On the other 'hand, the tests in

the introductory physics course at Irvine incorporate extensive

built-in aid.

Unit

(Learning v ilnit)(::,: Passed 4-iext tin-Nit)

resourees.)--- test,' )
)

(Mastery based)

Not

Passed

Figure 3 - PSI Structure

3. Test Driven Keller Plan Course

The notion that computer based tests can contain a component

of learning as well as testing, suggests a variant in the usual

Keller plan format. The notion is to abandon much or all of the

preliminary learninq material of each unit and focus learning

primarily within the tests themselves.

Although teachers commonly tell their students that tests

are a learning experience, students seldom believe it. But

evaluative studies of our introductory physics course indicate

that 80 to 90 percent of the students identify the tests as the

major source of leaining material of the course. Other learning

material may be available, such as a text and lectures, in such a

course structure, but the burden of learning has shifted; much of

the learning takes place during testing. One variant of this

idea, exploited by Kenneth Bowles at the University of

California, San Diego, in his Pascal course, allows students

access to the tests as learning sequences before they take them

as tests.

With this method we are approaching an organization not

possible without the computer. Tests combining learning are

practical in large classes only if they are available on the

computer. We will see other examples of courses demanding the

computer in some, but not all, of the later organizational

structures discussed.

Unit

Learning

material

(optional)

Testing

with

learning

Not

passed

Passed

Figure 4 - Test-driven Keller Plan

Next Unit

4, Learning Cycle

Another method of organizing curriculum development, with



distinct features going beyond those already discussed, has been

proposed by Robert Karplue, University of Calfornia, Berkeley.

Thin method Is derived from Earpluree study of Jean Plaget's

work.

The learning cycle approach emphasizes a notion seldom

stressed in conventional coursesi an experiential basis is an

important component of the learning process. The importce of

experience relevant to later learning :41 recognized with young

childrel, with the use of manipulatables in teaching mathematics,

but plays a lesser role In more advanced courses. A typical

university course does not even attempt to provide any such

experiential basis, notwithstanding this being our best hope for

developing students' intuitive grasp of the subject area.

Developing students' Insight is just as important as developing

ability to do the essential tasks.

Farplus' concept of the learning cycle involves three

components, the first being the experiential component, the

second a more formal learning component. The aim of the third

component is to see whether students can use what they have

learned.

Computers can play a role in all or some of these

activities. Thus, In many disciplines computers can furnish, by

means of computer simulations, the experiential first component

of Rarplus' learning cycle. These computer based simulations

provide students a variety of experiences, either simulating

phenomena in the real world or creating phenomena that could

- 13 -

never be found in the world. Within the Educational Technology

Center we call such activities "controllable worlds," The term

"micro worlds" is also used. For example, for the beginning

physics course at Irvine, mentioned here, we have available an

F ma Newtonian world, students can "throw" bodies and watch how

they behave under the action of various force laws, All aspects

of initial conditions, force laws, constants In the force laws,

scale of plotting, what variables are plotted, or combinationu of

variables, are completely under students' control.4

Computers can also function in other components of learning.

The entire learning cycle
can be computer based, for each unit of

a course, As an example, we could consider materials developed

at the Educational Technology
Center which follow such an

organizational scheme. One project concerned public

understanding of science, stressing the nature of a theory, how

theories are discovered, and related items. Another project

focused upon helping students
to reason formally, in the Piaget

sense. Each product has an organizational structure similar to

the learning cycle, beginning with an experiential basis. The

various modules developed in these projects are discussed in

fuller detail in the literature.5

Unit or Subunit

ormal
Experienc

Learning

\\\ cation

Figure 5 - The Learning Cycle

- 14 -
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5. Complete Mastery Learning Cycle

The organizational
scheme suggested in this section combines

the features of the last three schemes mentioned. It employs

something akin to Karpius' learning cycle,
particularly with its

emphasis on the experiential basis, It also Incorporates the

mastery learning
ideas of PSI or Keller plan courses, requiring

students to learn a topic almost perfectly
before leaving the

material, The computer is
suitable for all parts, Self-pacing

Is typical, and it i easy to allow alternate contents, Again,

the type of
organizations' structure that

would be possible, wi n

computer simulation
and mastery based

testing, would only be

posEible with computer
modes of organizing courses,

Recently the armed forces have discussed a mode of course

organization called
functional context trainiag,

which starts

with the applicotion,
perhaps simulated on the computer and then

shifts into
learninrseguences, depending on students'

difficulties in the application,
This procedure closely

relates

to the complete mast,ry
learning cycle,

particularly If the

initial activities are
simulated Od the computer,

Very few courses follow the compete mastery
learning cycle.

But the promise of such courses Is considerable, This approach

deserves extensive further study,

-15-
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6. Student Ormlzed Courses

This possibility, already suggested in connection with use

of LOGO, provides students a very effective set of tools on

computers for the learning process, including simulations and

languages. Students are allowed virtually complete, or mostly

complete, choice as to which of these tools they use and how they

use them. The instructors impose no ordering on the course, .at

least in the ideal Innse. Students will presumably learn if the

environment is sufficiently rich,

As mentioned, it is not clear whether a fully student-

organized course has ever been tried in 'schools, except on a very

small scale. I find it difficult to see how lifelong learning

experiences could be organized in this fashion; but this approach

certainly presents interesting possibilities, for certain areas

and for certain students, worth further experimental study.

Concluding Remarks

Undoubtedly courses heavily dependent on computers could he

organized In other ways. The suggestions in this paper seem

promising and all deserve further exploration. The issue of what

Is "best" in each situation can only be determined by empirical

investigation.

One rIght raise a further question. In this paper the word

"course" appears frequently. But do we need courses? If we

think, for example, of typical schools or universities, the

existence of courses, particularly in universities, is primarily

for the convenience of the registrar or perhaps the instructor,.

17 -

but.not for the convenience of students. With computers we can

envision learning as a continuing process, without our current

artificial divisions and restrictions.
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Basic Mathematics in Colleges anJ Universities -

Computers as a Solution
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Students at every level of education enter with a variety of

knowledge derived from previous courses and other modes.

Typically universities are very poor in dealing with this

situation of heterogeneous background. Furthermore, just looking

at transcripts offers no clues. Mathematics books are

particula ly important because both math and science courses

depend on them. Many universities require examinations for

entrance into such courses as calculus and have courses prepared

for students below that level. The problems of students are

seldom those that can be handled well in a "whole remedial

course" procedure. Each student has unique needs depending on

that student's background. While in universities we give lip

service to treating students individually, very little of this

happens in our classes.

As a result, during the past few years we have had "inner

universities" arise within many universities, This inner

university is called a "learning resource center" or some similar

name. It is a court of last refuge for students in trouble in

their courses. The existence of learning resource centers Is a

strong condemnation of our traditional courses, If we were doing

our job fully, such centers need not exist.

- 1 -

I will argue that a clear way of dealing with this situation

exists which, if carried out nationally, could solve the problem

almost simultaneously and at a reasonable cost through the entire

country, I refer to the development of flexible, highly

interactive, graphic computer based learning modules to cover

these areas of basic math. This material would be used by

students strictly on their own, or it could be available in

learning resource centers.

In those universities moving toward requiring all students

to have certain computers, such as Carnegie-Mellon University, it

would naturally run on those computers. We would expect it to be

available on a range of common computers, those coming into use

in schools at present. No credit or course ty,e structure is

needed with this material, as the units would be directly usable

by all students. Some conventionally organized universities

would use them within courses too. The emphasis would be on

mastery learning, demonstrating conclusively that the student

fully knows each of the mathematical tasks involved,

The basic format of these materials would be a series of

problems, covering the entire range from simple arithmetic

through sigma and trigonometry. The problems would all be

presented at the computer. Each problem would arise.out of a

computer based problem generator, so an infinite number of

similar problems would be available to students. Some immediate

assistance would be available to students in connection with each

problem; this assistance would be hi,faly interactive computer

aid, not just verbal information which the student reads

- 1 -



passively. Assistance would also be available on a broader scale

for students who are having severe problems with certain

identifiable types of problems. Students would then be recycled

through the problems, with additional aid if necessary, until

t)ey can perform at a mastery level on each type of problem.

Note that in material of this kind students move very

quickly'over anything they know, and so all student effort is

focused on exactly the material they need help with. So student

time is used in an effecient manner. The materials would,also be

flexible; particular problems could be taken out of the pool or

other changes made in the way the exams run to suit individual

circumstances.

The materials would follow the best strategies available for

producing modern computer based learning materials,' Extremely

competent teachers from all over the country would be involved in

the pedagogical design sessions to structure the material.

Additional information about production strategies is available

from the Educational Technology Center.'

Costs

Although no careful cost estimates have been made,

comparisons of this project with other efforts at producing very

high quality learning material on the computer would suggest a

budget of about $350,000; two to three years would be required.

It is expensive to produce goad curriculum material, independent

of the medium. We could not expect these materials to be

produced by one teacher in that teacher's spare time.

Whether we regard these costs as considerable or as small

depends on the scale being considered. That is, if the materials

were used in only one or two universities, the cost would be

grea f the materials were available throughout the entire

United States or even in other countries, then the cost would be

small on a per school bake.

A number of possibilities for'funding can be suggested.

1. Federal Grant

The simplest way to fund a project of this kind would be

through a, federal grant.

2. Commercial Support

A second possibility would be support from a commercial

publisher or computer vendor, with the idea of marketing the

material,

3. University Consortium

A third possibility would be a group of universities working

together, each contributing some funds to the total project.

These universities presumably would then have free use of the

material, except for duplication costs, and they could market it

to other institutions. They might well make a profit eventually.

4. Combination Funding

Although it complicates funding possibilities, funding might

come through some combination of the above sources.

Final Comment

Adequate material of this kind could solve the problem for

most universities in the United States, providing an extremely

flexible way of meeting the needs of students and one which

conserves valuable student time. I frankly see no other

4 -



, possibility.
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Abstract

Computer based learning materials vary widely In !heir

apparent "Intelligence." At one extreme, ninny prolams currently

being sold for the ethical-tonal market are extraordinarily limited

(and unnecessarily so, we .Contend) In their nhilily In respond In

natural, open-ended user Input, At the other Name, here has

been much discussion recently About so- railed 'intelligent

tutors' that use techniques from Artificial. Intelligence, but at

a considerably grAeter cost In terms of hardware requirements,

This paper uses three examples of learning materials for personal

computers, produced with careful nttmlon to pedagogical design,

that appear to be "Intelligent" but which have been Implemented

on small machines and with a minimum amount of software overhead.



Alfred Bork

The past few years have seen increasing interest in and use

of the computer as a learning device in a variety of areas where

the computer is not the subject matter of the area, Thus, we see

it being used to aid in learning elementary arithmetic, college

physics, and in many other disciplines. Indications are that the

computer's presence in he educational situation will continue to

grow. The sudden emergence of a dozen or so magazines

particularly concerned with computers in education and the entry

of at least a dozen publishers (both older, conventional, book

publishers and new companies) into tlis market are indications

that the movement has gained momentum.

Unfortunately the quality of many of the commercially

available computer based learning units, leaves much to be

desired, Many of the examples (commonly available) do not

reflect the hest usage of the computer.

This situation may give some individuals the impression that

computer based learning material always deals with trivial or

unimportant learning activities. The existing commercial

examples have tended to reinforce this notion. Another point of

view is that existing examples indicate that computer based

learning is still extremely poor, but that a future type of

activity, often called "intelligent computer based learning,'

will lead to better material. The claim is that intelligent

material, generated by the techniques developed in artificial

intelligence, will be required to get away from the trivia.

My intent is to argue through examples that this is not the

case. That is, we will argue that we already know how to produce

good computer based learning material; indeed, we will point to
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many examples of material which are, we think, effective learning

materials, This is not to say that we cannot improve through the

use of Artificial Intelligence or a variety of other techniques.

Rather, it is to say that it is a gross oversimplification to

. .

claim that we have not developed good material without these

techniques,

The principal aim of this paper is to contribute an

understanding of how the computer can be effectively used in

education. There is already ample evidence to show that the

computer can be effective in a variety of situations.

The three examples we will use show a variety of strategies

in education. They come from work done at the Educational

Technology Center at the Unieersity of California, Irvine. We

have been involved in the development of computer based learning

materials at Irvine for fourteen years and have developed in many

areas and at many levels. The three examples are by no means our

total output but were chosen to show our range.

The implications extend far beyond education. People in

many areas besides learning desire interactive computer based

:material that is friendly to use. For example, the entire office

systems field could profit greatly using many of the tactics used

here, both in introducing people to the new environment and in

coaching them through the new environment. Many applications of

the computer involving novices could also use the types of

techniques which have been used in good computer based learning

material. For example, it is often necessary for people with

little computer experience to access data bases. Yet many data

bases are currently designed in a way that makes this access
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extremely difficult. The bibliogrnphic data haw, for example,

were initlnlly touted an being unable by the casual user;

however, most of the bibliographic data bases are In fact used by

trained librarians.

exaniqe I -ihYsics Quizzes.

The Mgt net of material to he discussed was developed In

connection with an Introductory physics course at the University

of California, Irvine, Thin COMP has been taught for

approximately eight years In an Increasingly routine fashion.

The basic pedagogical problem was to provide individualized

aid and assistance to the many ntudents who take a large,

beginning science course. The computer has proven to be an

effctive and popular medium for achieving this. One variant of

the course has used the computer to provide such aid. in recent

years in which this course was taught, with the computer an an

option, about 400 students chose the computer variant; lens than

half thin number chose the noncomputer variant. In universities

large numbers of students learn through lectures and textbooks in

an environment which provides extremely little individualized

ald.

A second goal was that all students learn everything well.

That in, we did not want to create the type of course where some

students learn the material well, but many students, perhaps the

majority,, end with only a very.partial view of beginning physics.

This type of course in often called a mastery course, because the

requirement is that every student master the material. This is

not to nay that people will riot leiVe the course for one reason

or another; our hope was to reduce the number of dropouts over

Alfred Rork

the standard course.Thin course, which has been well described in

the liter-aim-0,1 will only he drneribed hr Icily hole, The course

In divided Into a series of units, similar to the syslem used in

(

the Personalized System of 111011106 AI Keller Plan strategy.

For each unit several on-line tests are avnilable. Itudents1/

do almost perfectly on thene tents Wire being allowed to

proceed to the next unit. Typically the student will take a

giver tent a number of times. The tests ern not only tents;

rather, they provide large anounts of learning material. Often

thin learning material In highly npecialized to the precise

student needs. That In, if a student works a problem, the type

of help given to the student who does not succeed may reflect the

specific difficulty the student wan having. Although thin

material is described an quizzes, there In a constant flow bark

and forth between the Ozzing and the learning activities In the

material. We rhould comment, incidentally, we never use such

undesirable techniques an multiple choice within these quizzes,

student completes the course by completing the units In the

course. There is a separate written final exam,

In order to give a better understanding of what in involved,

we will describe one of the 21 on-line quizzes, a quiz called

SLOPE, This quiz is taken early in the conventional course,

(Students have a choice of two different courses, to allow

student choice of content.) SLOPE will normally he seen by the

student In the first wec. of ;le course. It In of moderate

difficulty. From a content point of view it might be described

as geometrical calculus, but II, the context of the physical

concepts of position, velocity, and acceleration, the aim Is that

6
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students given curves of one of these versus time should be able

lo identify and construct correct curves of the other two. Thus.,

differentiation and integration are involved, but with graphs

lather than with functions.

SLOPE begins, as do many of the quizzes, by asking students

if they would like to have a help sequence for she material, The

help sequence does not count as part of the 40 minutes that

students are given to complete this add the other quizzes. A

help sequence is an interactive computer based learning sequence

going over the ccacepts of the quiz. Within the help sequence,

very different from the quiz itself, students proceed to

construct a velocity-time curve, point by point, from a position-

time curve. RemeCer that It is the student's option to use this

help sequence.

The first step In the quiz consists of several questions

which check on the student's knowledge of how to read graphs.

While we could expect most of our beginning students to be able

to do this with no difficulty, it is important in the early

stages of a physics course to identify students who are lacking

such critical skills. The first question, for example, presents

a curve (a 'different curve each time the program is run) and asks

the student what the position Is at a randomly selected time.

Note that In effect we have an infinite variety of questions of

this kind, and that therefore no students ever receive an

identical question.

In the second stage we try to find out whether students can

identify points where the velocity is 0 from a position-time

curve. The internal pointing device in the system ie used for
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this purpose. Again, the help is very selective. Instructors

will often know what the common student difficulties are, and so

these can be anticipated within the quiz. For example, on this

problem the most common difficulty is that students will point to

places on the curve where the position rather than the velocity

is 0, In this case it is easy to give very responsive and

helpful feedback, as we do.

The !Ain body of SLOPE has three parts. First, the student

must be able to identify a correct velocity-time curve, given a

position-time curve. This is repeated for an acceleration-time

curve, given a velocity-time curve. Finally, in the last part

the student is slven a velocity-time curve and is asked for

numerical information about position at certain times. Again, In

all these cases random choices are made, so the questions are

different each time the gliz is run.

We remind you that SLOPE is only one of twenty-seven

quizzes. These quizzes were developed mny years ago in a

timesharing environment. Currently we are beginning the process

of moving sixteen of these quizzes to personal computers, where

they will be marketed by a major textbook pitlisher.

Example 2 - A Controllable World

The second example presented here is also intended for the

first part of a beginning physics course. The-pedagogical

purposes, and therefore the computer strategies followed, are

entirely different. The Issue here Is an important one in any

teaching area. It is relatively easy to teach the techniques,

and even to teach people how to solve particular kinds of

problems. But the development of insight and intuition into
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difficult lnhject matter areas In very difficult to teach

students, and no is frequently ignored.

The program described in intruded to build intuition in

beginning physics, where students are looking at nyntems

involving moving bridles. The interesting innuen are the Emcee

involved, the parzmeters In the forces, and the initial

conditions. programs of this kind are possible In a variety of

areas, We call them controllable worlds. They have also been

referred to as microworldn by the computer education group at the

Mansachusetts Institute of Technology. In any case the notion is

to provide just those capabilities by means of a facility which

allown the ntudent to play with the phenomena involved, to gather

experience through either a free play arrangement or, better with

large classes, a play arrangement where some guidance Is

provided.

A particular program was first developed in A timesharing.

environment. Then nnother variant was developed several yearn

ago In a personal computer environment. The two programs are by

no meTann identical, Each had some capabilities not available to

the other, but they each had the name basic capabilities. They

were both very easy for the novice student to use and had a great

deal of Instructlenal material on how to use the program built

Into the program. Therefore, it wan not necessary to "teach'

people how to use the material.. A wide variety of responses was

accepted. If one wanted to draw a graph, one could say draw,

graph, or plot, for example, and the arguments could he given in

various ways too, such-Wi, y", or 'vx vs, x.' The student

can plot any two or three meaningful physical variables. Indeed,

In the personal computer version the Ihinge to he plotted can he

any Algebraic combination of nny of the variables. The ntudenl

also has control over the initial conditions, the parameters In

the force laws, and on what force law is used, All then",

however, are not required initially when the ntielent lirnI picks

a force law the program in immediately in a [milieu to plot

something.

In a relatively brief time the student can acquire many

experiences relative to moving objects, can vary parameters to

see what happens to the graphs. Studenln are not rentricted to

looking at the motion of the objects, tot can also plot the

various abstract spaces which give insight into the behavior of

physical systems.

When they were first developed these programs had some

severe problems In actual usage. While highly motivated students

in class would use them eagerly and enjoy them just An the

professionals did, many ntudents were not successful. We

overcame this problem by developing A net of workbook materiels

which guide students into the critical canes and which ilmitrol,

to a certain extent, the discovery process. The student wan

always free to go off on his or her own If that interested them.

We expect the personal computer of thin

,with the associated workbook mated he available soon

through CONWIT.

Example 3 Scientific hiteracy

The problem raised by the third .,,mple in an entirely

different one with an entirely different age group. We are

interested here 10 a very wide age group. The programs developed
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in this project, concerned with public understanding of science,

have worked with students as young as nine years old, They have

also worked with, senior citizens. The programs were developed

and tested primarily for public library environments, assuming

that anyone who walked into the library, pith no computer or

subject matter experience, could immediately learn from the

programs, without benefit of text materials or teachers.

that the problem is again a serious one, Many people

in our society have little understanding of the nature of

scientific activity. While they sometimes use the vocabulary of

science and are, in the political process, oftee called upon to

Make decisioaS which depend on some understanding of science',

this understanding is often very weak. Schools do not help in

the matter. Most science programs in schools tend to give a

quite inaccurate view of how the scientist goes about discovering

theories and, indeed, what the theories look like. This is true

at the elementary school, at the secondary school, and it is even

true at university level science courses, In fact, the topic of

the nature of scientific knowledge is such a difficult topic that

it is seldom treated in conventional courses. Hence, it seems to

us to be an Important problem. We felt that the computer could

do things that were very rarely being done in our current

educational system.

We developed a number of modules in this project, each about

one and a half to two hours long for the average student, The

basic tactic was to put students in situations where they had to

behave something like alcientist behaies. That is, the students

gather evidence, tom hypotheses, test the hypotheses and change

them, until they arrive at a satisfactory theory. In, some cases,

as with the one described here, the situations are real, In
/

other cases the situations are imaginary, The environment is a

friendly, helpful environment. A student will not flounder

. forever trying to do something if he or she has difficulties.

The environment is a discovery environment in which a student who

is making no progress at all will begin to get nudges in the

right direction throu0 built-in tutoring, done unobtrusively.

Indeed, with all students we try to maintain the feeling of

success, the notion that they are succeeding in the learning

process.

The particular program we will mention is one that concerns

batteries and bulbs. During several hours of the session the

student develops a model for simple electrical circuits involving

batteries and various light bulbs. The student is not told the

oritical concept as is usually the case in the typical classroom

presentation, Rather, the concepts are discovered in a fashion

just described that is quite consistent with the way a scientist

might go about investigating such a problem.

The reader who is familiar with some of the curriculum:

development projects in the United States in the 1960's will

recognize the batteries and bulbs materials described, because

similar koloped in a ,r n!' the elementary

Al j ,ts, But as developed then,

li In ideas similar ne ones expressed

bete, nave not woliA IL ass situations. The problem has been

that the units were highly teacher-dependent, and in general

teachers are not willing to spend the time and effort NO maintain
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the equipment and to work with Individual students 1.l a discovery

mode. Thee(' materials have been little used despite the large

amounts of money which went Into them because `hey do not have a

good "impedance" mateh'with the classroom situation. The

batteries and bulbs material in, as WO by our tentlhg in the

public library environment,
Independent of teachers and could he

used by ntndents all over YIte country. We are currently

beginning discussions about marketing this material with a number

of possible vendors.

Conclusions

The three examples presented do not represent the full range

of different ways the computer can he used in education. Il'ut

they do show three different strategies, and in each case they

show that the computer
even with current tactics can play a very

important role In dealing with critical pedagogical problems. In

no case are the problems being faced trivial. Indeed, in,each

case we did twit start by asking "How can we use the computer?,'

but rather we started by saying "How can we help students who

have this difficult learning problem?"

Wecan PP both common factorl'and differences in these

programs. F rst, note that the compute environments run from

timesharing hrough personal computers. More recently our work

In the Eft,. Urinal Technology
Center has concentrated on personal

computers, nd we helieve that this is the most likely future

direction C r computer based instructional material,

One thing that in not obvious from the descriptions so far

Is that all these programs are very Vtohical. That is, they all

use visual INformation as an important component of the learning

process. The notion of developing
learning material wiihout the

use of viml information dons not seem to ins to he denirable.

All the programs are highly interactive. When liMeni.r, ion

them they have the feeling that they are dealing with an

Intelligent program. But the Intelligence does not come tom the

particular techniques which have been developed in artificial

intelligence, but rather from the fart that in each cane the

programs have been developed by groups of highly experienced

teachers. It is the experience of. those teachers that in

reflected In the
program as intelligence, and it in this that

leads students to comment
that the programs are highly responsive

to what they type in and to their Individual needs,

Thus, the programs
appear to he "Intelligent" from the user

paint of view, In spite of the fact that the computer scientist

might not view them in this fashion.
The key is the production

process which, In early stages, involves small groups or

extremely competent teachers and gives these Individuals maximum

freedom to use insights from their
teaching experience. the

notion of wozking in groups is an important one that needs to he

stressed hetet we find that no one individual ran produce thin

material an effectively as a group can. The production process

has been described lolly in literature available from the

Educational Technology Center. We believe that II Is one of the

key ideas to future computer based learning material,

It should be noted that all three;of these programs try to

'exploit the medium of the computer as flail as possible, not

necessarily bringing in otfir4 learning media. Thin in

undoubtedly realized most successfully in the scientific literary

40
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material, which normally runs in situations in which no teachers

and no print material and no films arc available. This in true

to a lesser extent with the physics quizzes. With the

controllable world programs, as indicated, we have found that the

print material is useful, but there are tactics where it can be

avoided here too. Projects vhich depend on extremely complex

mixtures of learning media seem to me to lead to problems in

typical classroom environments.

Finally, we wish to make it clear that we am not arguing

against the use of artificial intelligence in computer based

learning material. Indeed, we think that those techniques will

also be extremely valuable in improving the quality of learning

material. But we think that what is needed is some combination

and hybrid of the best aspects of contemporary computer based

learning and the best future possibilities that may come from

built-in intelligence. Again, it is not an either/or question

and phrasing it in that fashion creates an artificial dilemma.

The issues we need to deal with are learning issues; the problems

we need to deal with are the important learning problems. All

computer techniques that contribute to this should be used.
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A preliminary taxonomy of ways of
displaying text on screens

Alfred Bork
University of California, &vim

Introduction
More and more people are seeing text material
displayed on screens through both video and
computers. For ample, textibued display' are
often used for reference, perhaps intaactively, as
with reservation ciaks at rivet agencies or airlines,
who use such displays for many hours ach day.
Similarly, in a computer-Uaied learning situation
the student may use a screen for an interactive
program or in the near fugue as a surrogate book,
particularly as the cat of delivering textual
material via computer or video technology declines
as compared to the cost of delivering it on paper.
The question of how text will be displayed on the
screens will become particularly important as
videodisc technology and computer technology are
combined.

In spite of this increased use of screens for
displaying texts, the vast majority of scram displays
are probably far less effective than they could be.
The issues involved include legibilis3 memorability,
and rnotroasion. Increasing a display's effectiveness
is nos just a matter of improving the screen's
resolution or changing from monochrome to color,
ideally, we would also take account of wen' reading

computer environment. This may provide a better
basis than is currently available for the information
designer who has to compare and choose between
various presentational options.
Display indium versus print material
Many information providers treat the screen as if
it were the page of a book. This is not surprising
as the book sod related print forms are the dominant
reeding modes now. Yet even a cursory examination
of the display screen and reflection about the
possibilities indicates. that many differences exist..

The quality of text possible on most CRT screens
is much poorer than the quality of text available
in print materials. Letters formed from a limited
dot matrix are at best crude. Hence, legibility is

Likely to be an even more important issue on the
semen than it is in print.

The possibility of the control of the time domain
is another striking difference between screen and
print. Many different time considerations are
possible. In this regard the screen has a closer
affinity to a film than a book.

Furthermore, the economics of the two situations
are very different. One of the most striking
differences comes with the quanan of blank space.
1, books space emu money, since the cost of printing
books is roughly a linter function of the number
of pages in the book.. However, on the computer
KM= blank space is Ate Hence, Site for size, blank
space can be used in a much freer fahion in
computer displays than it can be in the equivalently-
sized printed medium.

I do not wish to imply that all the previous work
done with text display in printed form is useless
for understanding what happens on the screen. In
fact, much of the material concerning legibility and
readability appears to be directly applicable. But
without further work we cannot know if this
information extends to the screer. And, as

indicated, there are many differences between print
and screen.

This papa considers the computer saws as a spats
time aroma. It develops a taxonomy of the various
variables associaud with the display of textual
material

purposes and draw upon the skills of information
designers in deciding how information should to
presented. We could then see the possibility
aiding and improving the reading process, as in
inuractive reading, a new reading styht possible only
with the new media. At present, we are rather far
from this. Often, the way text appears on a sawn
is almost an accident, determined either by the
programming languages involved, by the computer
hardwire, or by limiting users' control to matters
that have nothing to do with the visual appearance
of text. This is perhaps excusable, since little is
available in the literature is yet in the way of good,
empirical evidence on how to display can on a
screen; further, there is a scarcity of information
designers with experience of the new media, so
these is a danger that designers may rely on
experience with older media, such as print, and
carry over inappropriate solutions.

In our view, all those who work with new media
are in urgent need of an appropriate classification
scheme. The body of this paper presents a

preliminary attempt to draw up such a scheme, in
the form of a taxonomy of the various types of
textual treatment which are now possible in the

The classification scheme
The purpose of this Present paper is not to describe
experimental work showing how the screen should
be used Rather, it is a preliminary attempt leading
in that direction, an attempt at developing a
taxonomy of the various types of textual treatment
which are already possible in the computer
environment. Below, I consider both spatial and
temporal factors.

The reader should realize that many of the factors
discussed could be controlled either by the designer
or the user. Thus, the user might adjust timing
delays to suit individual preferences. The issue of
which factors should be turned over to the user is
one of the most interesting and most important
topics for exploration. Further, the quaticn of how
the user is to exert this control is also critical. Both
of these may be dependent, u with many of the
other factors discussed, on the type of use.

The taxonomy presented may not be complete.
NOT is current usage of these terms always un
ambiguous. This paper sets down possibilities with
the hope that readers will suggest others I have
missed. Once a reasonable taxonomy has developed
we can study through appropriate experiments the
effects of these different factors in particular situ
auons such as student lemming.

For convenience I have grouped the various
(actors in categories.

1. The time domain
One of the most critical differences between printed
material and material displayed by the computer is
that the computer can control nanny. Thus, in a
sense the computer is more like a film display of
text or a television display of text than it is like a
book. Being able to control timing may enable us
to emphasize certain material (words, phrases,
sentences, sections), to show structure, or to
increase interactivity, Several timing factors rwed
to be considered.
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1. Overall ran of tat mom In most existing
systems text is delivered to the screen at the fastest
possible rate, the channel capacity. In communi-
cation-lamed systems (typically tinsesharing tyre's:cos)

it is difficult to do much about this; the channel
capacity or, in computer jargon, baud rate,
determines the output rate. But stand-alone (single
user) systems allow us to choose our display rate,
and to vary the time delay between two characters.
Thus, the 'image an appear instantly or at some
slower rue. The rate can be controllable by the user.
The relationship of this rate to reading speed may
depend on how the text is added to: one complete
line at s time or one character at a time, for example
(see section VII).

Of particular interest is how readability it affected
by the speed of output and also how attitudinal
factors depend on this. My speculation would be
that a large amount of text displayed very rapidly
would create a negative impression, but this is only

a conjecture.
2. Beloive rate a/ tat mama. In addition to the
'general' slowing of the display ram just discussed,
special delays might apply to particular parts of a
document for emphasis. So we could pause both
before a key word and after it to give it a particular
emphasis. The delays might be of different lengths.
Or we could impose uniform delays after each won!.
A similar approach could help to emphasize phrases
or even sentences that need special attention within
material.

3. End of lbw delays. If lines are revealed pro-
gressively, at a fast tate, it may be desirable to have
delays at the ends of lines to allow for eye movement

to the nest line.

. Delays benosen writing on di/fermi pans of the
scrum. Pauses may help between writing some
material on one part of the screen and then writing
some other materials elsewhere on the screen.

the material might oscillate. This text animation
then would also serve as a way of emphasizing the

material.

Color. Another variant in this direction is the use
of variable colon such as using different colon for
different grammatical categories of words in a
sentence. (If color is available, sound may be as well
Although -difficult to incorporate in a textual
taxonomy, the use of sound can also, in a variety
of ways, emphasize words, phrases, or other
material. This might be just the ringing of a bell
or it could be a much more retemive use. Thus,
we could use musical background just as em a film.)

7. Underlining. Underlining is a traditional way of
emphasizing words and phrases in typed material.
Underlines can /lath and blink also.

& Word-Orate *mist Material can be emphasized
by displaying it with more than normal spacing,
either horizontal or vertical.

III. Limes of um
In one sense the basic unit of text display on most

screens is the line. In a nook the line is the same
for all usess, but with a eaten it can vary with users.

1. Length of line. Some evidence with regard to
traditional media suggests that longer lines are
difficult to reed. Thus, an interesting factor to
investigate is the effect of line length. As with many
of these items we can let the user pick line lengths.

2. Natural breaks. Often, the positions of 'carriage
returns' or line-endings are determined by the
overall consideration of page or screen width.
Another strategy is to have the line breaks at the
ends of nature/ phrases, perhaps combining this
with a maximum line length.

J. Hyphenation. Evidence indicates that
hyphenation hums readability in printed material.

5. Delays between tat and graphics. Although our
major concern is with text, it may be that the ten
is interwoven with graphic material. Perhaps a few
words will appear, then something graphic will
happen, then a few other words, then something
graphic. This resembles what goes on at a black-
board while the instructor 'is both talking and
drawing. In this situation a possible approach is to
delay during the transition from text to graphics
and the transition between graphics and text, again
allowing a shift in the viewer's mention.

Ward phrase emphasis
As already stated in connection with timing, is

often desirable to emphasize particular words or
phrases. A variety of oilier visual tactics which come
under the general rubric of types of display are
possible. These physical methods of emphasis could
be important in aiding reading. Fonts, discussed
later, also can provide such emphasis.

I. Flashing. By flashing we mean that a particular
word or a particular phrase appears brighter on the
screen for a period of time. This might be done on
some type of displays by overwriting and other
types of displays by rapid switching back and forth
between bold and nonbold type fonts.

Blinking. A variant of the above is that a part
of the text can blink off and on. The mu of blinking
is a variable.

Reverse video. A critical part of the ten might
be, for emphasis, in black on white rather than in
the usual form.

4. Bold Words or phrases may be in bold. This is
discussed further later.

5. Tar :novelising. Some display systems will allow
an individual word within a sentence or some other
larger grammatical structure to move around on the
screen independent of the rest of the tear. Thus,

Nevertheless, hyphenation is very widely used in
electronic media elm.

4. Junificazion. Lines of text can be arranged in a
number of ways. The most common is the

typewriter-like situation where the lines start always
at the same point at the left-hand margin, left justi-
fication. Often seen in books (but not necessarily
helpful in reading) is justification at both the left
and the tight ends of the line by insertion avowing
in the line. This can be done on disc icy screens too,
but often the only variable space allowed is that
associated with the spars between words; that is,
the spacing between letters cannot be varied.
Furthermore, even word spacing is controllable
often at a rather crude level, a full space.

Justification in conventionslly printed material
involves much more flexibl control of i.pme; the
technique of 'letter spear e' adds small spaces
between all the letter.

A third possibility is to ilia* only the right
margin, letting the left =4in be 'ragged'. The
fourth possibility is to center tine within the
space allocated for it, so that nein. et the left nor
the right margin a justified. A yetis:a of ilts is to
put random amounts of space at the two ends; we
might COlUilifl this a filth possibility: random
justification.

.Vumber of columns.Both one and two column
formats are employed in books, sometimes even
more. These possibilities also exist for the screen.

IV. space
A amen contains both text and blank space.
Although it is perhaps straining a point to put it
into this category, I will include such issues as the
overall teat density on the screen in this dis.usaton

of space.
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1. Text density. This might be defined most simply
as the ratio of the screen area occupied with text
to the total screen area. Perhaps in making this
computation we should include the space at the
ends of the lines that would be needed for justi-
fication, since that is not typically available for other

use.

An important item, difficult to quantify,
the blank space occurs. For example, we may have
blocks of text expressing different ideas; the
differences can be emphasized if the blocks are
separated and placed on different parts of the
screen. The question there is whether the blank
space can be simply randomly determined perhaps
by the machine itself, or Whether it should be
determined by a competent graphic designer. One
might all this the issue of statistical blank space
versus controlled blank space. Control could be
thought of as referring either to the placement of
the 'material or to the blank space.

Z Space between laws. Normally, !mess are not
written directly next to each other; some amount
of intervening space is left, usually small. The spies

between letten is an interesting variable to

investigate in connection with the present problems.
It might also be described as the size of the letters
in relation to the space in which they are put, and
so could be indicated by the same type of ratio
expression indicated in (I) above.

3. Space between /boss. Another specific consideration.

is space between lines of tut.

V. Charaaers

1. Comparative character sine Letters can themselves

be of different size. Many current screens allow only
a single size letter or only a few static sizes, but the
possibility of variable size letters is not hard to
imagine and is already possible with some systems.
An additional possibility is the mixing of letters or

displayed at the bottom. Thus in this circumstance
(if the screen is not cleared) most of the time
associated with any long text output will be spent
reading the bottom line, which may appear
'instantly', character by character or word by word.

A useful variant under many circumstances is to
allow scrolling of more than one line at a time; the
number of lines scrolled can ix chosen either by
the program designer or by the user. Another
variant is that scrolling can either occur
automatically, or it can occur after the user is
queried as to whether scrolling should take place.

Scrolling can be a property of the full screen. But
we can also scroll individual areas of the screen.
Thus, some material can remain on the screen while
other material is scrolled. Several imports (areas
of the screen) can be manipulated separately.

An alternative to scrolling is a complete clearing
of the screen, with text written at the top of the
screen ooze more. Again, this can be done
optionally with the user requesting it, or it can be
done automatically when the end of the page is
reached, possibly combined with some suitable
delaysu indicated in the section above.

A special case of scrolling might involve only a
single line of text. The material thus is constantly
being erased and rewritten.

2. Pasant. lo scrolling the lines always move by
an integral number of lines, typically one as
indicated. In panning (or 'smooth scrolling') the text
troves upward or downward at some steady rate. As
with other items considered the rate can be chosen
by the designer, or can be under the control of the
user.

3. Crawling. A small amount of overflow can be
handled by having the entice text move to the left,
as in some news signs on buildings.

various sizes in 'he tune presentation, perhaps for
word-phrase emphasis or for other reasons.

Z Fonts. In print media a variety of fonts will be
used. Thus, a heading font may differ not only in
size from the body font, but may be a bold or italic
variant or a different type face, perhaps foe
emphasis. The font can be a conscious choice, but
this is rare on today's screens.

3. Characur aspect ratio. The same font of
characaers can be displayed with varying aspect
ratios, the ratio of a letter length to its height.

4 Quality of characters. Most computer displays still
have very primitive, almost barbaric, characters.
These characters are often made up of very limited
dot matrix formats. But some displays, such as the
Xerox Star system, allow better type fonts.

Vi Pato asp
The traditional printed page was higher than it was
wide, with a variety of ratios. CRT screens also
show a variety of ratios, but except for a few word
processing systems the tendency is to make the
width the larger dimension. Many of these screens
are 1V-based having the aspect ratio of 3 to 4. Some

systems have a square screen: Although this factor
may not be important in our consideration, it would
be desirable to determine that through actual usage
rather than speculation.

I'll. Overflow handling
Eventually as text is displayed on the screen, either
the entire screen or the 'window' or viewpoint in
which the current material is being written will be
full. The points raised in this section have to do
with the.aaion taken under these circumstances.

I. Snelling. Most of the common, inexpensive
displays use a simple scrolling mechanism. That is,
when the user gets to the bottom of the screen every
line jumps up by one line, and the new line is

VIA Aids to browsing
Books are seldom read completely linearly. Some
books are almost never read in this fasbionl The
typical situation for browsing or searching might
be where the reader wants to find a particular piste
of information- or wants to obtain a general
impression as to what a book is all about. I use
browsing to include both of these categories,
although they might be split or perhaps better terms
might be developed. Convenient browsing is a very
important property.

1. lndeetng. Most books, anti much other printed
material, contain indicts. They vary greatly in
completearn. An index can also\ndicate the degree
of importance of a particular reference, the level
of treatment, etc. Indexes can \ be selectively
displayed on the screen.'

2. Fretforns indexing. An alcertunive \ to an index
is the ability to search for any word \Or phrase,
possible in a computer environment. ,
3. Page flipping. Page flipping is the facility to be
able to move either forward or backward rapidly
in gulps of pages at a time. The rate can be selected
by the user. In a variant on page flipping, on each
page key words or phrases (perhaps user-selected)
can be highlighted by one of the processes discussed
above in wordplusse treannent.

4. Ilypmext. Hypertext is a word invented, I

believe, by Ted Nelson. The notion is to allow a
type of super browsing capability, where thedepth

of browsing can be controlled from everything to
a very brief summary of the material to the full text
material. An intermediate stage might otter a
summary of each page or each group of pages, so
that one could decide whether that was the page
at which the material was likely to be usable. The
user must be provided with some easy way of
controlling this situation. I should huien to say that
the word 'hypertext' also includes other concepts
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besides this, ones that are not directly relevant to
our present interests.

IX. Marginalia and erosprefeventing
Notes in the margin, and other similar devices, can
be very useful. These notes might be 'private', or
they might be made available to other readers.

I. Notes. A common procedure with printed text
is the writing of notes in the margin, a capability
also related to hypertext. Although this has seldom
been done with textual material displayed directly
via computer displays, it represents a possibility.
Such notes could be later modified or exanded. (see

also section XL)

2. Pointers. The user can also enter pointers from
one passage to another.

J. User highlielinng. A related feature is to allow
users to impose their own word - phrase control This
is similar to underlining or using markers in print
material

4. User editing. The user may want to change the
text for his or her later purposes. Implementation
of such a facility will also have to consider privacy
factors. The user should be able to state whether
a particular note or pointer is to be readable by other
users of the same ten (if that is possible on the
system), or if it is to be restricted in some way.

X Viewing antivortmou
Displays are often viewed in nonideal
environments. Studies in the area should see how
environmental factors such as room illumination,
screen contrast, distance from the screen, etc, affect

. readers. Factors such as the wearing of glasses may

be important.

XL User interlunar.
So far we have been considering the usual 'reader',
a receiver of information. But the computer allows

situation might well be very complex with many
different user properties affecting readability and
other issues.

Ina given situation it might be entirely too com-
plicated from the user viewpoint to turn all of the
user controllable capability over to the reader.
Hence, the issue of which variables should be under
user control is one that requires study. At least two
issues are important. First, if the user can modify
the situation in some particular way, soil th,
majority of the users or any users actually use that
capability? If something is never used, is should not
be given to the reader. But a more important issue
is which user controllable variables will actually
make a difference to the reader, either in terms of
the ease of readability of the material or in terms
of affeaive issues.

The question of how the user is to exercise control
is a fundamental one. How is the user to make the
decision as to how to do these things, and what is
the mechanism by which .hr decision is conveyed
to the computer? These issues are not simple.

At lent three overall strategies are possible, and
combinations of these could also be followed.

1. Initial choice. When someone first comes to the
ten or program it is possible to offer the option that
they could alter the conditions in some way beyond
the 'default' co: -ions. This would Irian that the
assumed conditions would need co be told to the
user, and then the user could alter these if desired.
Some methods for this initial alteration are possible.
Otte is a menu-like approach where one points with
the cursor to a line that is to be altered, and then
the user is led step by step through the altering
procedure.

2. Verbal commanda during reading are the neat
possibilities. It is possible that readers could be
entering conunands indicating changes. Thus, if
readers wanted the entire progiani to go faster, they
might type faster, -while the ()topic is appearing on

the reader to play an active role. In the best awe
we can have full . inierection, as in the best
computer-aided learning material. But with little
work for us beyond just employing existing print
material on the screen, we can occasionally invite
the user to type in a summary, with the idea
understood that such optional input would not be
analyzed.

XIL Design of the scram
I mention finally the possibility of special graphic
treatments set out by a competent graphic designer

as opposed to simply using some (random)
combination of the factors indicated.

User control.
As we have been noting in our previous discussion,
one unique aspect of the computer-driven display
as compared in print medium, is that many of the
functions which normally are completely deter-
mined in advance can be turned over to the user. The

reader can be provided with many degrees of conuol
which are not a..ilable in print medium. Almost
all the aspects ofsaeen display discussed so far can
be under the control of the reader.

But with all these new degrees of freedom come
new uncertainties about how to employ them. At
least four interrelated issues need to be discussed
the dependence on user chanctaistia, the question
of which variables should be turned over to the user,
how user control is to be provided, and the issue
of training uses in the effective use of this new type

of facility.
Different users may have very different needs

with regard to the type of control provided. So our
characteristics cannot be ignored. One would
expect, for example, that a second grade student
might hest be provided with different types of
control over the display than that provided for a
good university student or an industrial trainee.
Although little research is available as yet, the

the screen. The advantage of being able to use
English is clear. The difficulty is that the user
would have to learn something of the vocabulary
needed for these changes, although the built-in
vocabulary could be quite extensive and therefore
flexible. Or this could be allowed only at certain
specific places in the material.

3. The third possibility is to allow the user some
special mode of interrupting what is happening, to
make changes. Thus, a particular key might be
reserved for this purpose. When the user presses
the key, a menu-like situation similar to that
described in (I.) could then ensue, or a query
rzutine could be started.

These possibilities are not intended to be mutually
exclusive, but could all be used Experimental study
could determine which ones and what combinations
are more desirable. In any case the careful picking
of the method of user control could have a profound
effect on the issue of readability. It may be, too,
that the user may not want to use any such control,
but would find it easier to stay with the default
settings. Again, only carefully done experimental
work would determine whether this is the case or
not.

The final issue is also a critical onethe process
of training the user to use the facility. This interacts
with the other factors; a training procedure could
be rather simple if only a few alternatives are turned
over to the user. The question of the type of user
is critical as to what one could provide; less training
would be needed for the one-time user than for
someone who is going to be reading large amounts
of material at the screen.

The training process could involve otTline
material in written, slide-tape, or other media; or
it could be done directly at the display, using the
best techniques of modern computerbased learning.
My general preference would be the second
possibility,
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Negative views about computer based learning are

occasionally encountered. They are held by a number of people,

often for odd reasons. This paper attempts to respond to certain

negative views, often seen in the literature, by emphasizing

positive aspects of the computer as an aid to learning. I will

not consider all the 'philosophical' objections that have been

made. I will discuss a particular example of computer based

learning, in the context of earlier efforts, and show how it

illsstrates the ideas. The example, sponsored by the Fund for

the Improvement of Postsecondary Education, was developed in the

Educational Technology Center for improving scientific literacy

in the general populace.

Some Key Ideas

1. Active Learning. One of the primary goals of many

innovative learning projects is that of encouraging active rather

than passive learning. Creating an active learning situation is

a prime consideration justifying more widespread use of computer

based learning.

I have argued in many papers that the computer, working

directly with computer based learning modes, furnishes the only

possibility in today's mass education for making learning a more

1

active process for millions of learners. -Most other learning

approaches which are highly interactive do not work when the

number of learners grows very large. Indeed, I would even go

further than that: It will make learning a more active process(

2, C.A.I.7 Many negative writers use the term "CAI" for

computer based learning. Although it is a matter of terminology

and so not a critical Josue, I would like to quibble with that

terminology. I don't think its very useful, and often leads to

opposition. First, using sets of initials is abominable and

doesn't fit in with reasonable English style. Attending a

meeting in an area with which you are not very conversant Is

usually appalling, listening to people speaking to each other in

codes. There is no need to do so. The English language Is

adequate.

Further, 'CAI" is a "red flag" for some individuals. They

saw, perhaps many years ago, some material with that identifying

tag, and since then they have felt that everything in which the

computer le used in an interactive tutorial mode has the same

characteristics as whatever they saw.

The net result is that I do not use the ini:ials but speak

rather of computer based learning. My emphasis is on learning,

what the student does, rather than instruction, which is what

someone else does. This emphasizes the notion of active

learners, already mentioned.

3. Philosophiscal versus Practical Decisions. I get very

worried when people make pedagogical decisions on grounds of
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overall philosophy. While it is important to have an overall

philosophy in dealing with educational material, we are still at

the stage where much is to be learned about the nature of

learning. So we must be cautious about making decisions on

statements lacking a good empirical basis without considerable

practical experience in the area involved.

This has particularly been a problem with the use of the

computer in education. Many people have started with strong

philosophical positions and have made decisions on how they would

use the computer based on these principles. One underlying

principle behind such philosophical points of view is that some

'right' way exists to use the computer, and that this mode of

usage can be justified on the basis of argument rather than

experience. This approach is fundamentally anti-scientific,

Empirical evidence is essential in making such decisions,

particularly in an area such as learning where no fully adequate

scientific theories are available.

I would argue that no 'right' way of using the computer

exists. Of the many different ways possible almost all of them

are effective in some pedagogical situation, The decision as to

how the computer is to be involved in learning should be made on

pedagogical issues, often dependent on the particular area rather

than on general philosophical grounds.

5. Experience. Very few of the critics of computer based

learning have had very detailed experience with good, modern,

contemporary, computer based learning material. I doubt if these
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critics have spent many hours during the past several years

critically examining such material and making decisions about its

use in classroom situations. Thus, I am afraid that the critics

are often criticizing entire classes of products with which they

have almost no direct experience,

6. Quality of Computer Eased Learning Material, The

development of computer based learning material is still in its

infa :cy. Use of any new learning mode requires detailed

experience and study of how that mode can best be employed as

compared with older learning modes.

Many of the people developing computer based learning

material are heavily influenced by books and lectures, and so

they miss just the component of active learning which is so

important. They tend to transpose books and lectures to the

screen, and so produce inferior material.

This situation is now changing.. As we gain experience, we

are producing a wider range of interactive computer material

which begins to exploit the capabilities of the medium. Quality

is improving, We still have much to learn, and even the best

current material will appear rather crude a few years from now,

1. Individualization. In addition to the extremely

desirable goal of creating active learners, another advantage of

computer based learning deserves close attention. The learner,

being active, is often replying to questions from the computer.

The computer analyzes each response, and makes further decisions

on what learning experiences to present, based on this analysis.

4
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as compared to ordinary quizzing is the immediate feedback. This

can occur in the obvious fashion of telling the student whether

the answer is a: is not correct. It can also be much more

extensive, offering very detailed help sequences bind exactly on

the 'type of difficulty the student has shown in the quiz. The

quiz can, in fact, become the dominant learning device in the

course as more and more of the learning material is built into

the quizzes.

9. Basis of Comparison. One issue that I think must be ,

addressed when one looks at computers in learning is that of the

standard of comparison. That is, what other curriculum material,

used, in what type of environment, is being compared with computer

based learning material? Without such a standard of comparison,

discussion can quickly become unrealistic. Thus, to compare

computer base learning material, or any proposed new mass

educational approach, to what goes on when an extremely skilled

teacher works with two or three students is unfair and

unrealistic. It is more than unfair--given the current problems

of American education, such an approach is highly misleading.

To state this in a different fashion, I would not claim that

the computer, used in any way in education, will be superior to

the extremely good instructor working with only a few students.

This very small group learning situation, with excellent

teachers, is extremely rare In education at any level. It does

occur, for example, in some British universities. Almost every

Important physicist in England in the second half of the

These decisions then can reflect closely the needs of the

individual learner, and so the, material can be different for each

person. We can thus achieve a degree of individualization

possible with no other media in environments with large numbers

of students.

Furthermore, the time to go through the material can be very

different. This is to be contrasted to the typical lecture mode,

still the primary mode of teaching (not necessarily learning)

almost all courses in our universities and our school system.

8. Quizzes Via Computer. The computer can be used to

deliver, grade, and record the results of quizzes. This is one

of the most powerful modes of computer based learning.

Unfortunately it is often used poorly.

Multiple choice quizzes are an abomination and should never

be used in learning situations. Or, perhaps to be a little less

radical, multiple choice should be used only rarely in situations

where its use simply allows some change of pace from other types

of'quizzing. In the extensive collection of on-line quizzes

developed for our beginning physics course at Irvine we use

multiple choice extremely rarely. There is a belief, usually not

verbalized, that multiple choice has something to do with

computers. IL did, as long as one was dealing with mark sense

cards and other stone age computer technology. But multiple

choice questions need never appear in good computer based

quizzing situations.

The most effective aspect of using computer based quizzing



nineteenth century worked with the same tutor. The tutor was

unknown as a scientist, but nevertheless the
evidence is clear

that he was an extremely competent teacher,

I claim that the computer, used in computer based learning

modes, could lead (I emphasize could rather than will) to an

order of magnitude improvement In what happens in our typical

class situation, whether we are looking at the K through 12

system, the university system, or adult education.

Let us take the beginning physics course in uni,gaities as

an example. What is the typical situation? First, relatively

few books dominate the market', beginning with HaEdday and

Resnick. Furthermore, these few boOks are extremely similar in

both, content and problems. In addition to the books a second

major learning mode provided in most beginning physics courses is

the lecture, typically closely parallel to the text. The book

and lecture do not satisfy in any way the criteria of active and

individualized learning. The class is often large, but even when

the number of students is relatively small, a lecture cannot

provide an active learning environment. A few charismatic

lecturers may furnish strong Ativational impetus, serving es a

role model, but that is very unusual, not the common situation.

Many of these courses also require homework, graded,

typically rather unevenly, by hordes of advanced students.

Feedback is delayed; The time between the moment the person

completes a homework problem' and the moment when this student

gets information from graders, is likely to be days and sometimes

longer than a week. Because many people are involved in grading

and' ecase there are varying capabilities, the feedback is of

highly varying quality. Often the emphasis is simply on

assigning a grade, with little "hell? ptudded,

Instructors will have office hours; but'lf we\divide office

hours by the number of students in the course, we btaln an

extremely small number in the majority of situational, So again

little individual attention is available,

I don't want to sound overly pessimistic bout the ,eginning

physics course. But when critics say that computers can 0

,teach problem solving the way the developer of the materials

wants the problem solved (which may or may not be true), we

should look at what happens with learning problem solving in the

typical beginning physics course. In looking at computer based

learning wt must look at the existing classroom situations and at

practical ways to improve existing situations 'to get a reasonable

standard of comparison. ,

Alternatives to typical beginning courses exist. Self-

paced, mastery systems, usually called Keller plan or PSI,

provide an alternative. Typically these have been successful

only with relatively small groups. The Keller plan articles from

MIT are very revealing about,their difficulties with large

physics courses, In developing such a variable-paced cours
1,

to

1
overcome the problems of the typical course, we were led tol

develop our system of en-line quizzes in the self-paced, maitery

tradition.
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The situation with regard to physics is not unique. I could

have discussed almost any subject area. I picked physics because

it is the one most familiar to me, and because I have developed

extensive material in this area.

10, The Commercial Wave. It Is my position that computer

based learning material, because of interaction and

individualization, can be extremely effective, particularly as

compared to any other currently likely possibilities which might

lead tb better educational systems for large numbers of people.

In another sense, particularly from a long-range point of

view, it does not matter in the slightest whether computer based

learning material is or isn't better. In either case, we will

see more and mare of it until it will eventually become the

dominant educational delivery system!

The question of whether or not computer based learning

material will become widely used is not one that will be decided

on rational,grounds, based on the effectiveness of the learning

situations provided. It is not an "academic" issue. Rather,

current great difficulties with education, plus very powerful

marketing forces, will be the major factors, These factors will

dominate, and the rational issues of effectiveness of this type

of learning will not be major considerations. The only question

is whether the future of the computer in education will be

desirable or undesirable; that issue is still unresolved.

We can see clear signs of rising commercial interest,

although I do not have time to look at the issue fully, Almost

9

every major textbook publisher, plus many new companies, are

currently gearing up to market computer based learning material.

Many computer manufacturers are also moving In this' direction.

The amounts that these companies are investing are growing

rapidly.

We need only look at the textbook market to understand why

publishers are moving toward computer based learning, even though

there is great uncertainty about the marketing data and marketing

strategies. Textbooks are not a growing market, so these

companies eagerly seek other markets, while attemping to protect

their current market.

I would not want to claim that all the material from these

companies is first rate or even reasonable. At the present time

much of it is pool. That even poor material can he marketed by

major companies is an Indication of the need for this material in

the schools and universities. The list of existing companies

involved is impressive. It includes such companies as Harcourt,

Brace, Jovanovich, Harper & Row, John Wiley, McGraw-Hill, Random

House, Scott Foresman, Science Rczearch Associates, and many

others. The critical point is that the important decisions will

Increasingly be made by commercial firms, not educators.

An Example - Elementary Science Material

So far the discus; ion has ,been theoretical, talking about

computer based learning in abstract terms, This worries me for a

variety of reasons. We can understand the issues only if we

examine actual examples. ,In this section I consider an example.
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Three aspects will be considered; 1) An important pedagogical

problem; 2) attempts to solve that problem (which in terms of

mass education did not succeed), and 3) a computer based learning

variant of these attempts which holds promise of succeeding not

only within schools but also in homes.

It would he ideal if I could supply readers access to the

computer based learning programs:I will describe. It is

difficult to convey the notion of a highly interactive graphic

learning experience with the passive print medium. But I will do

the best I can, hoping that readers can later try the modules.

The educational problem to be considered is important, not

only In the United States but all over the world. Present

science curricula, particularly as reflected in what the average

student learns, do not bring students to an appreciation of the

nature of scientific knowledge. Most approaches are vocabulary

oriented, presenting words and "facts." These courses convey

little understanding of how the scientist goes about arriving at

such vocabulary and information. Science is almost presented as

a new type of religion; the conclusions must be believed because

the scientists say sol Very few students come through the

educational system in the United States with any understanding of

the nature of science, Yet, In .a society heavily influenced by

science and technology, such understanding is important. A

similar situation exists elsewhere.

The realization that a difficult problem exists and that ge

are failing to solve it is not recent, Major individuals In

51

science education have been concerned with scientific literacy

for many years. Several thoughtful projects concentrated on this

problem in the 19E0's. Among these projects were three

elementary curriculum efforA that developed materials closely

related to the ones to he described, the Elementary Science Study

project (ASS), centered at the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology, the Science Curriculum Improvement Study (SCIS), in

its initial form developed at the University of California,

Berkeley, and the MPT material, A Process Approach. The SCIS

project was published in two forms and marketed by two

publishers. High school curriculum developers also were

conscious of the problem of scientific literacy, as seen In such

courses as Project Physics.

In these curricula developments individuals distinguished by

their knowledge cf science and their pedagogical backgrounds

contributed. The SCIS project was Important for its pedagogical

contributions, independent, of the units produced; It introduced

the Important developmental psychology notions of Piaget to many

teachers and researchers in the United States.

The materials produced in these projects were impressive to

the professionals. They did focus on the problem of bringing

students to understand how the scientist works, how scientific

theories were discovered. They used a variety of subject areas;

the materials were thoughtfully developed, tested, and improved.

Let me mention one example, the batteries and bulbs unit.

Students are given some batteries, some light bulbs, and some
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wires, As far as pc:sible, the batteries are all similar as are

the light bulbs, Students are told that their initial task is to

make the bulb light. They experiment with the equipment with

this task in mind, Students are not told how to light the bulb;

rather they should have the actual experience of a small

empirical discovery, In some variations additional help might be

given to the student who was slow in finding how to light the

bulb.

Lighting the bulb is only the first task, After the student

has succeeded in doing this, perhaps in several different ways,

the next stage is to verbalize what is necessary to light the

bulb, arriving at the notion of a continuous circuit which uses

both terminals o: the battery and both terminals of the light.

By a series of additional empirical investigations, the

students gradually develop a theory or model of what is happening

in the circuit. In the course of this investigation such terms

as 'current' and 'resistance' are introduced, although not in the

full-scale sense of circuit theory. It is the development of

this teeory and model, from the empirical basis, that is the

focus of the activity. I emphasize that although the student

learns something about batteries, bulbs, and electrical circuits

in the process, the major focus is on scientific methodology.

What happened when the SCIS, ESS and Process Approach

materials were introduced into classrooms all over the country?

The results were far less than many of the developers

anticipated. Indeed, these units are little used in American
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schools. These projects were disasters in schools.

Furthermore, examining classes in which the materials are

used often reveals little resemblance to what the developers had

in mind. The difference between an ideal curriculum, often

developed with rosy notions about classes, and the curriculum

material in he average class, with the average teacher, is often

tremendous, In thif 'ellen, is proved to be the case. The

new materials demanded the Letive participation of each student.

They differed very much from the conventional class situation in

which the teacher was often the only active individual.

Any innovative curriculum development has a major problem

associated with preparing teachers to handle the new curriculum.

This problem had to be faced to make the new elementary science

materials usable in every American classroom. Unfortunately, the

standard mode is quite inadequate; what happens, almost

inevitably, is that courses for teachers ere offered either after

school or in the summer at local community colleges and

universities. These quick in-service courses have long been

looked upon as the best way to handle the problem. Even at this

time Congress is voting money for this purpose. During the

period of the 60's and early 70's the National Science Foundation

spent ten times as much money on these teacher training

activities as they did on the curriculum developments themselves!

Yet this money was, as judged at the time, entirely inadequate

for the problem at hand. Bringing classroom teachers in for a

few weeks of intensive work was entirely inadequate to change a
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lifetime of habits and beliefs,
For most teachers no such course

was available. Even pre-service courses in many teacher training

Institutions were relatively unaffected by the new curriculum

materials.

The teacher training problem In connection with bringing

students to understand scientific methodology was indeed

difficult. The science background of elementary
teachers Is very

weak. Often the college preparation of elementary teachers was a

watered-down physical science survey course, designed

particularly for teachers. These courses in almost all cases had

little of the feel of what science is all about and were often

simply crammed with "facts." So very few teachers had adequate

preparation.

Even a teacher who understood the nature of scientific

activity often had difficulties in the classroom. The problem

was one of time and numbers. Students needed to work

individually and to receive individualized aid and attention. In

the typical classroom the teacher has too many students and too

little time to allow extensive
individualized attention for each

student, Only a very small amount of individualized attention in

all subject areas is possible.

Another unexpected practical problem occurred in classes.

The units depended on kits of supplies (batteries, bulbs, wires

and other things). When the "second" use of material occurred,

components were missing or equipment needed attention. Batteries

wear out, light bulbs burn out, things get lost. Keeping the

is

kits working was a sizable logistic chore; a listing of the

"batteries and bulbs" supplies occupied a full page. Teachers

became disenchanted with kits, and even schools that had the

materials found them unused by the teachers. Again, there were

exceptions, but this was the typical situation.

Even if the materials had worked perfectly in classrooms all

over the country, within a short time after their development the

problem of other people in our society still exists. If one

starts at the elementary school, it takes a period of forty to

sixty years before "everyone" has the new concepts. The problem

of scientific literacy is not only a problem of elementary school

but is also a problem throughout our educational system,

including adult education.

The net result of millions of dollars for curriculum

development and In teacher training was disappointing. The

problem of science literacy remained. The excellent curriculum

Ideas could not be applied to the existing situation in schools,

This is not to say that the materials did not work in many cases.

Indeed, when a teacher understood the intent and was willing to

spend the class time, the materials were very effective. But

their total impact on education in the United States has been

vety small.

Science Literacy via the Computer

Our group at Irvine became interested in this problem

several years ago. It seemed an excellent opportunity to use the

computer for a major Instructional problei, that so far has been
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Intractable using conventional pedagogical strategies. Computer

development in this area need not start from ground zero, but

could be based on what had already been learned in the existing

projects. The advantages of the computer, providing an

interactive experience for each user and individualizing the

experience to each user, were missing in the typical American

classroom when the materials were used in their conventional

mode.

For several years we were unsuccessful in finding support.

Finally in August 1979 the Fund for the Improvement of

Postsecondary Education awarded $200,010 to develop computer

based scientific literacy ma qtal. We decided, given the

emphasis of the Fund, that the major testing environment should

be the public library.

The choice of the public library as our major arena for

formative evaluation was carefully considered. We wanted our

units to work for all students, whether those students had any

previous experience with computers or not. We were also

interested in future widespread use with home personal computers.

We were very concerned with motivational issues. The

library funrishes a good place to determine where the programs

"lose" people,'lose their attention. When tested in classroom

environments, the students are obliged to continue even if the

unit no longer excites them. No such pressure exists in a

library; a student who loses interest will get up and leave! So

simple data gathering could show us where the programs were
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motivationally weak,

The modules developed in this project have been well

described in other literature, so no attempt will be made to

describe them fully. As of this writing, they are in final

development stage, modifications performed after the testing.

Approximately fourteen hours of material concerning scientific

literacy are available, assuming an average student user at a

display. However, our experience in the public library testing

indicates that a given user would often run a program many times,

coming back day after day.

One of the units concerned batteries and bulbs, as already

described. We were fortunate to work with several people who had

great experience in using this material with students at a

variety of levels. Among those involved in developing the

materials were Arnold Arons (University of Washington) and

Francis Collea (California State University, Fullerton), So we

were able to benefit from the experience of the earlier

curriculum development projects and from the experience of

teachers who had used the material extensively.

I have already suggested that the best possibility for

batteries and bulbs is for readers to see the materiql on the

computer. For many this is not currently possible. Hence, I

describe the unit briefly.

Each of the eight modules occupies about fifteen minutes of

an average user's time. The user may move between these modules,

and sometimes the program itself will suggest or enforce such

- 18 -
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movement. The material is highly interactive. A group of users

estimated that fifteen seconds elapse between typical student

interactions, So this is in no sense a lectore or textbook

environment, but rather an interactive environment. As far as

possible students are asked to come up with the important ideas,

If necessary, they are given partial help so they can still make

part of the discovery,

we decided to simulate batteries, bulbs, and wires on the

computer, It is not yet clear that this is a wise decision, In

another module we do require equipment at the display. But, given

the difficulty with kits and our desire to have these materials

run In schools, libraries, other. public places, and homes, it

seemed desirable to simulate equipment. We hope that we and

others will compare experimentally the advantages and

disadvantages of using equipment,

The first module, as with the original unit, has as a goal

the lightly, of the bulb, The battery and bulb are displayed,,

The user points to places to attach wires, and they are drawn by

the computer, At first the only feedback the student receives is

that the bulb lights or not, except that we do point out short

circuits, The program keeps an internal record of how the user

has been proceeding, If success is not attained in a reasonable

time, very specific aid is given by a "tutor' related to the

student performance thus far. As with other parts of this

program, eventually success is assured for almost every user,

although it takes a longer period of time for some than for
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others, We follow mastery learning ideas, assuming that everyone

will light the bulb through empirical efforts.

The st.::',,ed module is a eompetency based test to see that

students who light the bulb rehlly understand what must he done,

If necessary, as demonstrated by the tests, other aid on the

formation of simple circuits is given to the student, Students

do not view this as testing plus remediation as perhaps an

outsider might. Rather, the student sees it as simply part of

the process of learning with the computer dialog.

In the third module we start with another empirical

Investigation/ placing various objects within the circuit to see

whether or nothe bulib lights in each case, After some data is

available, the node switches and students are asked to make,

predictions about whether the bulb will or will not light. The

emphasis on predictions Is very strong in the scientific literacy

modules, Thus, in the last part of this program many predictions

are based on the model of the circuit behavior introduced,

Other modules proceed to develop the model, again based on

empirical information. We avoid vocabulary until there is some

reason necessitating the use of a term. The terms "current" and

uresistsnce" are introduced in this fashion,

Will batteries and bulbs and other modules we have developed

concerning issues of scientific literacy solve the major

educational problem raised? Does the material do what it is

supposed to do? Unfortunately we do not know. We are convinced

it will work with very general audiences, based on our library
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Our information interviews of students who have used

7ial, conducted by skilled evaluators, indicates that at

many cases students do succeed. In almost all cases the

are happy with the material. But no full-scale

to has taken place.

following conversation between a student and an

7 is typical.

tw at the beginning you were just doing some experiments

?, trying to light the bulb), and now at the end here,

are answecing all of these things right. I think you

Lly learned something.

; fun. It's better than in science, because in science

rere doing this stuff and it was boring.

were you doing in science that was so boring?

we were doing positive and negative charges and stuff

that. And it really wasn't fun. But this teaches you

it lets you try again and again. And it's not going

trade you or anything; it jus(givea you a lot of

Ices. I think it's better.

t more extensive testing Would be needed to determine

,n students' knowledge about the nature of reience.

:her factor must be considered. These materials, no

tw good, will not solve the original instructional

finless they are very widely distributed. Ai the present

is not happening. We are currently talking with

distributors about the marketing of these materials.
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success clearly will depend on their wide availability.

We believe that these materials aro vesy promising,

considering the problem we began with and the previous

experiences with that problem. I do not see any other approach

to the problem which has the potential of being so widely useful

as this one. I regard this case as typical of many of our major

educational problems.
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N pleasure to return to Holland to both renew old

's any to participate in the opening of your new

the computer In learning. Centers of this type are

p important in the world and Holland is to be

)r moving in this direction.

writer will become the dominant way of learning in our

a relatively brief period of time. That is, more

le near future will learn more things from compters

ry other learning modes, iucluding books and lectures.

m beginning of serious development of computer based

erlal. In this paper I look at some of the key

Ilved in this massive cluing, in our educational

Schoola

let me note that computers ate appearing v#ry rapidly

11 over the world. The most reliable figures from

tates, from the National Center for Educational

(thin the Department of Education, suggest that at

e are approximately 150,000 personal computers in

he United States, about an average of two per school.
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The rate of purchane La approximately 100,000 per year, co this

number will be Increasing rapidly. In recent yearn, roughly

speaking, the number of computers in schools in the United Staten

has doubled each year. There le nothing remarkable, however,

about the United States data. I understand that In England at

the present time, for example, there are between two and three

computers per achdOl. While in the United States many achoole

still have no computer, perhaps half the schools, in England it

is the government policy that every school should have at least,

one.

What happens when these computers appear In the schools is

not necessarily favorable unfortunately. Two major problemn,

problems which will be Important In much of what I may here,

affect this. First, extremely little good curriculum material

employing the computer is available1 This is true whether one is

looking at the teaching of programming, the teaching of broader

aspects of informatics, or whether it is using the computer and

nome formal computer brined learning material to learn come

subject area not necessarily concerned with computers. The lack

first rate curriculum material involving the computer is a

tremendous deterrent. Although much is now commercially

available within the United States, this material can only be

characterised overall an poor and often trivial.

The second major problem tchhbe considered is related to

this. Not only is little decent learning material using

computers of any kind available, almost all the teachers

currently in schools and all over the world have
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nce with compute , particularly little understanding of

computer is used in learning situations. A teacher whose

\
mputer background was during a brief workshop or some

eriod of time le poorly prepared to teach programming

they have likely picked up a style of programming that

o resemblance to good modern programming, and they often

anguage that should not be used.

r Advantages

have argued (in Learning with Computers, Digital Press)

e computer le a very powerful aid to learning in many

Although I do not intend to make a full case, it is

nt to mention the mein advantages of the compdter in

on.

regard the most Important advantage as interaction. The

r can provide frequent and highly relevant feedback, based

tly what the student has been doing. Questions can be

Id response° can be carefully analyzed, all within the

everyday language of the student. As numbers have

in our educational systems, we have been less and less

afford a highly compentent tutor who works with one or

three or four students. Rather, we have moved toward

)duction methods, where students play a passive role in

ming process.

the first time by using the computer we have the

Lity of providing an interactive education for everyone,

the children of the very wealthy. This issue is
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extremely important, not only in the developed countries of the

world but in underdeveloped countries which need to make rapid

improvement° in their educational systems.

The two key issues in interaction are how frequently the

student does something and the quality of each of these etudent-

learning interactions. Not all interactions are equally useful

in learning. Thus in our activities in the Educational

Technology Center we avoid almost entirely the use of multiple

choice, even in quizzing situations. We consider this to be an

unpleasant form of interaction, one that has many negative

aspects in learning situations.

One consequence of interaction is the possibility of

individualizing the material. Most learning material delivered

today in books, the typical classroom situations, treat everyone

the sate. But one person may went to move through the material

at a different rate than another pereon, or one pereon grasps the

material quickly but another needs other pedagogical strategies

to understand what le happening besides the one used initially.

Some students have weaknesses in background. Thus a student in a

science class may not be able to use, in a functional sense, some

critical mathematical technique. Llp service le paid in

education to the notion that different students Levi in

different ways, but unfortunately our current learning structures

do not permit us to react reasonably to this. The computer,

because it le interactive and therefore pays attention to what

the student is doing, can with well developed material

individualize the learning experience.
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mr, examining the computer in education, will be

madly with computer based learning. however, I

it clear that this simply is a restriction in

a philosophical position. The computer can be used

in learning situations. We have already mentioned

of programming and the learning of informatics.

m very important tool-like uses of the computer,

employing word processing systems. In all therm

mrriculum material is necessary for effective usage.

mcentrate, as indicated, on computer based learning.

of Computer Based Learning

e briefly several examples of the computer as a

ce. The examples from the Educational Technology

University of California, Irvine, show learning in

at two levels and different techniques. The first

out six years old, a beginning quarter of physics

nd engineering majors. Students ace offered a

on-computer version and two computer versions which

tent. About three - quarters chooso the computer.

se follows a mastery organization. !or each unit

as a list of learning resources and a description of

learned. Students cannot continue to the next unit

ve demonstrated, through on-line quizzes taken

omputer displays, that they know the material in a

rfectly. your hundred students in the computer

bout 15,000 qulues in the ten week period, with the

rating each quiz uniquely and giving immediate
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feedback. All the record keeping and

student, aid which is highly relevant

student has just made, is available.

much detailed aid to the

to an error that the

Students agree almost

unanimously that the quizzes are learning material. Testing

becomes a learning mode. In a sense, the tests are the course,

In that they are the major learning facility for almost all the

students. This way of organising courses is possible only with

the computers it has considerable promise. It resembles the

situation of pre - testing and post-testing, except that the two

forme of tests plus the learning all take place with the computer

based format.2

The development of this material was funded by the Nation,'

Science !oundation.

The second set of computer based learning modules concerned

scientific literacy, the nature of science. It is aimed at a

broad audience, from young children through adults. The material

has been widely tested in schools from junior high school through

universities, and within public libraries and science museums.

When the science literacy units are used in the library no

one is the:e to 'help" the student, with either the computer

;...tails or with the subject details. Thus the materials are

completely self running, and therefore also suitable for the home

environment. The dominant pedagogical approach for the literacy

materials was suggested by Robert Rarplus a number of years ago,

the learning cycle. Rarplus derived these ideas from his study

of Piaget in connection with the Science Curriculum Improvement

Study materials. The learning cycle suggests three stages in the
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I process. The first is experiential, the students have

Ices which lead to better insight and which prepare the

the more formal learning activities of the second phase.

:hird phase students demonstrate what they know through

or some otiv:r way and receive additional help if

1. The student should also be able to apply the ideas to

'eas. Karplus sees these three features as essential to

)re are six units available, each taking a student

one to two hours to complete on the average. Each of the

has a subject area in science and mathematics, but, as

!d, the emphasis is not on the subject matter itself. The

'e broken into fifteen minute modules, so the students can

end within the materials. The project was funded by the

the Improvement of Postsecondary Education within the

)nt of Education in the United States.

) Educational Technology Center develops many types of

Is, such as the two indicated here. We also are involved

arch in using the computer more effectively in education,

!is° consult with schools, universities, and companies on

based learning. Some of this consulting involves the

)s to train people to prepare such material.

Ion of Computer Based Learning Materials

cry factor for the future will be a system for producing

jh quality computer based learning material at reasonable

!eatable costs. One of the difficulties with so much of

!dal available at present is that material is produced by
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cottage industry procedures, and therefore often does not reflect

the standards necessary for good learning material.

The major point to emphasize is that developing good

computer based learning material is fundamentally no different

from developing good curriculum material of any type. Thus to

make an educational film or to write adequate text material is a

long, difficult and expensive process. It is foolish to believe

that there are short cuts to develop computer based learning

material which would make it 'Ich cheaper that other competently

done material. Many of the details of producing adequate

computer learning material are similar to the details associated

with other curriculum developments. Thus the pedagogical

development stages and the various evaluation procedures are

similar, no matter what the medium is, although we will point out

some differences.

In understanding the ,Lion of computers in education, I

find it illuminating to consider the history of textbooks.

Textbooks revolutionized education, changing the major learning

mode in almost all areas. Like our current interest with the

computer, the textbook was based on a technological innovation,

the invention of printing. In the early days of the printing

press if a teacher wanted to use one of these new fangled things

called a textbook, the only possibility was to buy a printing

press and a set of type (undoubtedly the teacher was told that

there was an easy way to use the printing press!) and to proceed

to learn the art of printing. The teacher was probably not very

good at this and only produced a few rather mangy books for use
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the teacher's own classes. Eventually a system

d an industry developed around that system which

necessity for teachers to use the printing press.

hor of a book is usually concerned just with the

details am reflected in the preparation of a

A very similar situation exists with the computer,

ose parallels.

eke a few brief comments about the stages involved in

cood computer learning unite.

Leal Desies

artant aspects must be considered in connection with

lesion. The initial planning session may involve

rll over the country, engaging in a brainstorming

!y create a specification document for each of the

w developed. It is important that research on

teaching in the subject area be examined. For good

aerial we want to employ the best people in the

I. This design specification can be sent out to

livIduals who did not draft it for review and for

iprovement.

the detailed pedagogical specification of each unit.

do this in groups of three to five individuals. One

in the group will be highly competent teachers who

experience not only In teaching theory but also in

ndividual student problems. One other person in the

eflect the research background, andAnother person

illy experienced in producing computer based learning
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material. In the case of the Educational Technology Center this

last person is usually a staff member of the center; other people

involved may typically come from outside our group from other

locations.

We find it desirable to do the design work in intensive one

or two week sessions in pleasant isolated locations, avoiding

constant interruption from telephones or other people. We want

our designate to concentrate intensely on the activity. ,I will

not discuss the strategies we use for recording the results of

the design group. The specification of the units can be given to

the screen designers and coders in the next stages in the

process. This document can be reviewed as with the preliminary

design document. That is, it can be gent to others with

instructions on how to reed it changes can be made based on the

suggestions received.

Some training of the detailed design group is needed,

usually the first morning. The critical aspect is to understand

the nature of the computer as a learning medium, mostly by

looking at many examples of good and bad practice. We do not

believe it is valuable to teach these people anything about

computer languages whatsoever; the issues of the technical

details associated ,wIth computers and the issues of how to use

the cmputer effectively in a pedagogical sense are unrelated.

Nothing has been coded in,this stage. One of the keys, we

believe, to effective material is to separate pedagogical issues

from technical or coding Imes. The issue of how it is to be

programmed should not influence the pedagogical design, the
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factor in producing high quality material.

een Design

Important aspect of computer units is how they are

ad On the screen, both in space and time. The

ors, in some design groups, may make detailed design

bit these suggestions usually do not give a complete

ation of the screen. Instructors, indeed, may not be the

>pie to do It. Ideally, a good graphic designer,

a to educational issue°, should be involved, working with

lye software particularly prepared for such individuals.

an, however, iq our projects at the Educational

y Center, we have not been able to afford such a graphic

. In such a case, a series of general principles will be

Rich as the followings

Use blank space freely--it is free on :omputer systems.

Remove any information not needed--the screen should

history of what has happened in the last fiv, minutes.

Use as much visual information as possible to aid the

mak on understanding verbal information.

Use timing and other devices to stress key words or key

Thus a key phrase might blink.

Use timing to aid readability. Stop when you have

)r question marks.

Use short lines to avoid reading errors.

Keep the natural phrases together on the lines, if

rather than splitting them across several lines.

Use a variety of textual styles, such as the occasional
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use of a text which is right justified but not left justified.

Screen design furnishes another stage where review and

evaluation can be important That is, the screen designs,

created on-line by the designer, can be reviewed directly at the

screen by other designers,.and they can suggest changes to be be

made.

3. Writing the Code

The next stage in the development process is to write the

necessary programs to carry out the logic indicated in the,

scripts produced in pedagogical design. If there has been a

separate screen designer, it will be not necessary to enter text

material as that will all be present-. Simple graphics will also--

be done, but the coder may need to do complex graphics ouch as

that involving animation.

The basic principle in coding is that, as these are large

complex programs which will need to be modified frequently (in

the formative evaluation stage to be described later.), and

possibly transferred o a variety of machines, it is necessary to

follow the beat practices of modern software engineering. I do

not review those practices in detail, since they are amply

described in the programming literature. Unfortunately, most

computer based learning material developers seem to be completely

unaware of these practices and so a number of unfortunate

directions have become common.

Programs should be kritten in such a fashion that they are

as readable as possible. They should be written in &highly

modular fashion. They should be amply commented. Variable names

- 12 -
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mningful. Data types should be carefully specified

)e natural to the area Involved.

any other well done complex ceding activity, codes

IsigneC, perhaps by the use of such devices ac

mrts, before any actual coding is done. This design

wed and improved before thecoders themselves cork..

as will probably have save, 11 dliferent coders

I one of the important aspects rA this initial design

nate their activities end to assure that the

tween their works are appropriate. After it is

4 should be reviewed, again following good modern

standards and revired.

hese factors, almost any knowledgable computer

uld suggest that the programming should be done

f the powerful higher level structured programming

('.rrently our materials in the Educational Technology

11 coded within UCSD Pascal, a variant of Pascal very

rsonal computers. Other good possibilities, although

at present for this purpose would be HodulaI1 or (

rticular language used is not as important as the

a language reflects modern programming etandardep If

Dr if, It is not used in satisfactory ways, the
i

sproving the materials and transferring them may

mountable for an extensive set of learning mated le.

procedures are useful in helping the corleti-her4.

, we find exiwang languages extremely weak on the

miring the screen, and so we found it neces4sty to
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augment Pascal with a whole set of procedures for this purpose.

4. Review Evaluation of the Running Program

At this stage we now have the first running program. Two

types of review and evaluation activities are critical at this

stage, the internal review of the material and an external

formatlie evaluation.

In the internal review the material will be gun over and

over by staff members of the Preject. They attempt to find out

where the program does not work by trying many alternative

branches. They will also see where the pedagogical ideas which

seem good in the discussion group and on paper do not seem to be,

adequate in en actual running program. Emphasis on improving the

Interaction is important at this stage. Usually the program will

go through many versions because of internal testing before it is

available for full-scale testing with, the target audience.

The formative review process is the first time that the

units are used by the people it is intended for. The formative

evaluation is perhaps the most critical of all the stages, except

for the 'stalled pedagogical design, in assuring the eventual

effecti,eness of the material. One of the'great advantages of

computer based learning material is that it le still possible to

make changes at this point because computer prograis can be

easily changed if they are wel!, written. With books, for

example, change is almoit Impossible after the book is printed.

The computer can collect much of the information In this

initial testing with typical students. The student responses can

be stoud selectively, and ea we can find where the program is

- 14 -
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ponsive to the student language. The students can be

to make comments. We can keep date on different paths

hrough the material. We can do testing on-line to

ne what the student has learned.

her evaluation procedures are also useful. A skilled

or can interview students or can observe etudente'

r. Detailed studies can be conducted using videotapes of

s using the materials.

veral cycles of formative evaluation are useful. As

ing numbers of students are used in ench cycle, the

Ions may becote quite expensive, so budgetary

lotions may restrict how much may be done at this stage.

e final summative eveuation is a more difficult issue.

mmative evalutaions are expensive. They should be done

the initial group by competent evaluators and with

e funding, so that sizable numbers can be involved in

ests. They should also not be performed until well after

mials are developed to allow the maturing of the product.

nglaegusges and Systems--A False Direction

fore ler 'ing the issues of producing computer based

I material, I wish to contrast a system of the type just

ed with another ccmmonly used system which, I would argue,

ri one of the main deterrents to producing effective

based learning material thus far, the Use of specially

A authoring languages or authoring systems particularly

L materials.

edreds of millions of dollars. and perhaps even billions

- 15 -

of dollars, have been spent on developing such eysteme. With few

exceptions, languages with large financial --nort (ouch ae

Tutor) have been used in writing materlale. moat alone should

indicate that something is wrong with the approach.

The initial philosophy beyond many of these languages is a

"Renaissance men" philosophy. Instead of the careful eeparation

of tasks by using people or different abilities necessary for the

type of production system envisioned in the last Section, one

pereo1 doen it all. It is ae if we were back to owning one's own

printing press and preparing books! Developing curriculum

material is a, complex activity and cannot reaeonably be expected

to be carried out by a single individual, regardless of the

medium envolved. Inevitably the pedagogical issues become, in

authoring languages, confused with the necessities of programming

and the primary decisions are not made on pedagogical grounds.

Although many of authoring languages and systems start with

this single person philosophy, some recognize its limitations and

begin to use a ntrategy more like the one reflected in the last

section. Then the author no longer uses the system, but separate

Individuals are involved. Then the objections to the authoring

languages and systems become quite different. They are then

programming languages and they can to evaluated ae programming

languages, the same modern criteria we would use for evaluating

any other programming language. The authoring languages and

systems are mainly very primitive as compared with modern

programming standards. They do not take into Iccount what is

known in modern software engineering.

- 16 -



ler, for example, Tutor. Tutor is an old creaky

lating from about fifteen years ago. Its structure le

r that of an assembly language macro language, with a

I, a command field, and an argument field. It has a

of very complicated commands, over two hundred. No

1 language designer today would ever develop such a

Yet Tutor has been the most widely used of all such

anguages and probably also the most widely imitated.

mthokIng languages and systems allow one to use

ogramming languages too. When this is the case, then

being done within that language really does use a

inguage, no the authoring system becomes leWs and lens

In the early days of Coureewriter I looked at an

program In physics cincerning Gauss's Law. However,

the code, supposedly written in Coursewriter, I

901 wee in Assembly code for the IBM 1500.

ing languages and systems are often particularly weak

n, a critical aspect of development. Indeed, with

m the only possibility for revising a section of

to redo it. The facility must be recreated on each

, often an expensive job, so traneferability is not

ally a language for computer based learning must have

m all the capabilities of a general purpose language.

er ends up recreating a general purpose programming

th a few additions. It makes Penne, therefore, to

e other end with a go v,.. language and add a few special

- 17 -
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capabilities in the form of procedures.

Many of the developers of authoring languages anJ syntemn

are not highly expe ienced with learning material. They often

have a simplified view of how the computer can be used in

leurninq, and the language they develop in restricted to that

simplified view. he the view expands, under preneure of new

materials, the language may be extended if funds RIP available.

But then it become clumsy, as be new features were not taken

into account in the initial facility.

There le a tradeoff, too, between how easy the language is

to use and how restrictive it is on what it lets the author do.

Thus, languages that are advertised as very simple, easy to learn

by everyone, can usually only produce the moot trivial material.

This will become boring even within a single long program. Given

the future needs for sizable amounts of computer based learning

material, authoring systems ere an unfortunate direction.

I now winh to move from this discussion of the current

situation to consider the future of computer based learning

material. In an area where the technology itself is changing

rapidly, it is particularly important to think ahead.

Future Hardware

The computer, particularly the personal computer, in

evolving very rapidly. Computers are not only becoming cheaper,

but their capabilities are increasing rapidly. New systems w.111

not necessarily be cheaper than they are today. Vendors will

give us nue balanze between decreasing coots and increasing

- 18 -
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lty. Central proreutlno chips are becoming more complex

ter, as we some to larger instruction size and larger data

Memory is also becoming cheaper and more compact.

rtain new facilities for the computer are Important in

ion with the future ofeducatlon. Some are already

In bu6 need to be further refined or wade more available.

are future possibilities, existing to some extent in

h laboratories but with much still to he learned.

Joe output is already available today but needs further

A variety of strategies--analog storage, digital storage

netic recreation are in uPe. Except for analog storage,

ces still have an artificial sound generally not desirable

cation., Voice is important In the learning process; so

voice output will be of noMe value. Music, particularly

lvatlonal purposes, will be useful.

aphics is still relatively crude, although typically

le on personal computers. We can expect much better

s- -more choices of color, resolution, shading and

ty control and even general purpose animation as personal

Is begin to use specis.l graphic chips or use more powerful

Ind more memory. Text too needu to be improved beyond our

rather crude text; choices of font and size of text

be available to the designer of computer based learning

tworklog, at the local level and nationally, is just

ig the stage where it is practical. For years we have been

about the ethernets, and they are sapetimer commercially

- 19 -
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available nowl

The combination of the optical videodisc with the computer,

which I referred to meiy years ago as the intelligent videodisc,

is a curious one. Although this tulinology has been around for

about a dozen years, and although many people have recognized its

potential in education, it has been so far relatively little used

for the development of educational. material. Much of the

material that hae been developed, particularly for industrial

use, is relatively crude, with very weak forma of inteuction.

Full multimedia is an interesting possibility, and undoubtedly

one that will be pursued further In the future.

Other forms of input will undoubtedly be developed.

Painting input Is becoming more common and undoubtedly will be

,mproved. Voice input l.s possible for discrete spee6 but still

is beyond our capabilities for continuous speech. However, it is

being vigorously pursued In the research laboratory. If we can

solve the problems of voice Input, we may not need it, since from

the computer's standpoint the analysis of complex voice patterns,

and the analysis of complex brain wave patterns, are not

necessarily that different.

Where Will the Curriculum Wits Come Prom?

If we are to move from our current state where the computer

is relatively little used in learning, almoit at the level of °

trivia, to a state where the computer is very heavily used, we

need to ask where the new courses and curricula will come from.

The production system outlined is intended to be adequate to

produce sizable amounts of curriculum material of high qualify.

- 20 -



er issues are involved.

ducers

1 produce this new computer based learning material?

nt time some,of it is being prodnued by individuals,

university professors, and other materials are being

hin companies, textbook companies, comn'ter vendors

antes which have been developed particularly for thik

other possibility is the development of national

haps with government support, for su0 developmental

The Carnegie Commisston'reportibou% do::en years

nth RevolutionInstructional Technology in Higher

oropooed that seven such centers should be

in the United States and that they should receive one

le total, budget for higher education. Such centers

Itically unlikely within the United States, but they

possibilities within some other countries.

!testa of the publisher is in protecting existing

oarkets, so many publishers are already Making

In this direction. But they remain relatively

Irl how to proceed, fearful of making mistakes in an

Lttle marketing data or experience is available.

rater companies, too, are fearful, but per' ps less

they are familiar with the technology. They see

in of computer based 'learning material as a way of

n that more hardware is sold and of developing

t in software as the cost of hardware continues to

Willy there were some allegiances between

- 21 -
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publisher., and computer vendors, but the interests of each was

different. So such companies are often not satisfactory.

2. The Distributors

The issue of who will distribute the materials is a

'differen issue. All the same "players" already mentioned are

possible, but a given group might decide to play a role either in

production or In distribution or in some combination of the two.

Distribution brings in questions of protection from copying,

either through technical means or through legal means. We do not

know if the copying of computer based learning material will be a

serious problem or not, since our ,speriences are no small. We

do know, howuver, with other kinds of software, that a market may

exist in spite of copying. Spreadsheet programs have sold well

over half a million copies, although they are on floppy discs

that could be easily copied.

3. The Home Market

In considering educational materials, it is very important

to take into account the growing home market.. The home computer

will need a variety of applications oriented programs to make it

marketable. One of the categories in which much materials will

be developed is education. Products of this type will be widely

available and will affect what happens in the schools. There may

be products usable in both home and school.

Educational Institutions and Organizations

It is impossible to imagine a change of the magnitude

predicted here, the computer becoming the dominant educational

delivery system, without anticipating massive changes in our

- 22 -
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schools and universities. These changes are not likely

r from Internal pressures, as educational institutions are

nservative, slow te change. Even educational institutions

fdvoc of changes promote relatively trivial changes chat

fundamentally affect the institutions. We can expect, due

:urcent severe problems in education, including both

al and public opinion difficulties, that very strong

1 pressures 011 encourage change, particularly regarding

of the computer. These changes will be particularly

ated in the United States if such radical systems as the

system come into widespread use.

already sat-a-number of-nontraditional ways of organizing

ities. The most interesting are learning at a distance

dons, such as The Open University in Great Britain.

existing institutions th.e will be changes, particularly

way the courses are run. The notion that a course should

flied amount of time will probably vanish as flexible,

ral,zed computer based learning material is becomes

le. Computers will be more used in schools at all

Changes in grading systems, made possible by the fact

:h more is known about the student and the student's

3, may well happen, shifting from norm-based grading to

icy -based grading.

Is quite possible that with the new learning materials

111 be a shift in the arena of education. That is, lees

:11 will take place within formal schools, and more will

ice either in public environments, such as public

- 2)

libraries or the home. The learning at a distance institutions

already represent a movein this direction. Not all education

will move out of the school, but certain components are good

candidates for ouch a move.

The Future --Good or Gad?

Although it seems clear, for reasons not fully discussed,

that the crmputer will become more important in education, it is

not yet clear whether the computer will improve education,

helping to overcome some of our current problems, or whether it

will lead to further deterioration in the educational systems of

many countries. The effectiveness of the use of the computer in

education may be an important factor in determining which

countries will eucceed in the future.

There Is nothing magical about computers. Like all

technological developments, the computer itself is not good or

Mi. Rat 'r it is the way it is used by humans which is the

critical

The

material

teachers

future.

material

factor, in education or elsewhere.

poor quality of mdch existing comi.rter based learning

and the widespread acceptance of this material by

and administrators gives us cause to worry about the

If publishers distribute third -rate material and this

is eagerly gobbled up, publishers have no incentive to

develop better material. It is critical to educate teachers to

understand the quality of the materials, to look at computer

materials critically, just as they might look at other kinds of

educational material.

This material is previewed" to some extent today. Most of
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these reviews are In magazines which are heavily dependant on the

vendorr for advertising. So it is not surprising that moet of

these reviews are positive. I remember seeing a review, for

example, recently about a new Pascal. The person had just

studied Pascal and had taught BASIC for years, hardly the person

one would want to review Pascal.

If we are to move toward a better future in education, we

aunt look at new ways of organizing our entire educational

syntam. Yet relatively few such visionc of the future are

available, and the vast majority of teachers with computers have

no view of where they would like education to move.

One view that I recommend to readers is in George Leonard's

book, Education and Ecatacy. Two chapters portray a school at

the beginning of the next century. While the technology that

Leonard portrayed has been to some extent surpassed, because of

the quick rise of the personal computer, the educational ideas

are worth looking at.

This presents only one view of the future. It is hoped that

reader.; will develop their own visions and that they will take an

active role In moving us toward a better educational, system.

- 75 -
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This paper concentrates on two examples of computer based

learning, both developed at the Educational Technology Center at

the University of Calitornia, Irvine. Both are intended for a

very wiue audience, but have been primarily tested with junior

high, high school, and university students. Both sets of modules

cnncefe important educational problems, problems which have

proved difficult to solve in any other way in our educational

system. The products are essentially complete; all the material

can be inspected on developmental systems. We are currently

moving these units to delivery systems.

The two projects address scientific litericy and with aiding

students to become formal reasoners. The first is supported by

the Fund for the Improvement of Post-Secondary
Education and the

second by the National Science Foundae.on.

Both projects, in addition to extensive tc,ing in schools,

have also been tested of public
environments, principally in

public libraries and science museums. The modules are designed

to run entirely self - standing, with no teachers, print material,

or other aids available. In the libraries, the computers are

simply. sitting there and library visitors come up and begir to

interac, with the computer.

Thus the materials must maintain the interest of the

viewers; they must be be strong motivationally. They do not

require-any-tpectarknowledge about computers, as anyone coming

Into the library is a potential user. Furthermore, they must not

hwe any hidden assumptions about what Is necessary to understand

the subject matter areas but must accept all students where they

are.

A typical module lasts, with the average student, about 90

minutes to two hours, Modules are divided into a series of

!

sub-modules, usually 8 modules of about 10 to 15 minutes each.

The units are coded in UCiD Pascal. The programs 4re highly
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interactive. The average time between interaction in our

programs is approximately 15 to 20 seconds. Thus the student is

always being asked to do something, therefore the situation is

extremely different than that of a book.or a lecture. We are

also concerned about the quality of interaction in oui programs.

AO we never we multiple choice, as, we consider multiple choice

to be a very low quality interaction, even in testing.

Considerable considerati In is given to the visual appearance

of both the text and graphics on the screen to aid the learning

process., Thus, large amounts of blank space are used, lines are

short, lines end with natural phrases, and no hyphenation is

used.

The production system that led to these materials follows

that which has been developed for many years at the Educational

Technology Center. Further descriptions of the production

strategies are available on request, and it is described in

considerable detail in the two books by the authcr mentioned in

the bibliography (editor: are these bibiligraphies really to be

printed with the paper or should we repeat the references here))

SCIENTIFIC LITERACY

Our society is heavily dependent on modern science and

technology. Yet our educational system does, at the Tresent

time, an inaiequate job of helping the vast majority of people in

our society to understand what science is all about. It is much

easier, both in the schools and the universities, to deal with

the factual areas of science, to expound the laws, .and to teach

people to solve problems, than it is to give any overall feeling

3

as to the nature of the scientific enterprise. Only a few

courses have attempted to do this, such as the high school

Project Physics course developed at Harvard University. Most

courses in the sciences give only lip service to getting students

to understand the nature of science.

We view this to be an important national problem, one that

is not being addressed effectively in our current educational

system. Some of the earlier attet .ts to address the problem of

scientific literacy in the general population, such as seen in

the Elementary Science Study Program, Science Curriculum

Improvement Study, and in Science, A Process Approach, have now

very little use in American schools.

The Educational Technology Center realizes the importance of

this problem and for a number of years sought funding to develop

computer based learning materials to deal with this important and

difficult issue. Finally we were successful in persuading the

Fund for the Improvement of
Post-Secondary Education to support

the project. They were interested partially as an adult

education project, because of the use of the materials in the

public libraries. But I believe they were also attracted by the

potential of the same material
serving a very wide audience from

young children through mature adults.'

Although the various units work In a variety of subject

matter areas, the general tactic in most of the units is the

same. We attempt to place students In an environment in which

they must behave like scientists
in their approach to problems,

Usually one or more of the early modules starts with the

4



gathering of empirical information through built-in facilities in

the program, These experiential controllable worlds (similar

facilities are called microworids by some authors) allow learners

to play with the involved and develop some eve

Then, based ol this, we encourage the development of hypci, a

on understanding the evidence,

It is critical that the scientist not only observe but also

develop models and theories which account for the observations.

In this model-building activity
within the dialogs, the studenti

receive considerable help, We want every student to succeed,

provided that an honest effort is made. As hypothesis are

developed, tentative models, a student can then test these

against the empirical situation.
It may be that the hypothesis

will need to be modified,

In some cases, we 'mislead' students so Oat they will

initially develop 'false' hypothesis which account for the

evidence already gathered, but will not account for future

evidence. Thus we try to give some of the flavor of failures of

science, as w,11 as the successes.

As the theory or model is developed to account for the

evidence, the emphasis shifts to the predictive power of

scientific theories. The students must make predictions using

the theories that have been developed and these predictions are

compared with the experimental situation.

In most cases the apparatus is simulated on the computer.

We hope later to do some detailed studies
of the effect of actual

apparatus versus simulated apparatus. We considered this

5

question carefully in the early stages of development. In

viewing the earlier projects which had not succeeded, one of the

problems was that, regardless of the desirability of

undesirabil, 4ment, many teachers did not want to use

the equipment, a indeed, refused to make use of the kits of

apparatus.

The presence of the equipment would present logistic

problems in libraries, or in what we regard as perhaps the most

important eventual use of these materials, in home use on

personal computers. Some decided, in most cases, to simulate

the equipment,

Some of the ideas involved in the earlier curriculum

projects were very useful to us. Thus, we developed a Batteries

and Bulbs module following quite similar strategies to that

developed in other discovery lriented projects in the '60s, We

were able to profit by bringing in teachers and developers who

had extensive experience with the earlier curriculum materials.

Some of the modules concerned actual scientific situations, but

it other cases we deal with imaginary
situations, theories which

do not exist in nature, or theories which exist' in nature but

that the 'evidence' we esent is not actual evidence but

fictional evidence.

Ws nn example of this last type, I will describe briefly one

of the modules, Tribble Families. This module starts with

fantasy. The student is the chief scientist of a spacecraft,

which descends on a strange planet and finds a number of peculiar

looking animals called Tribble'. In the first unit of the
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program, the task is to classify Tribbles, noting differences

betwetn Tribbles. The Tribbles, unlike any animals seen before,

differ in only three characteristics; eye color, size, and horn

shape. In the second module, the task becomes that of finding

out which Tribbles, when put together, have children and which

don't. As with everything else in these modules, this topic must

be approached purely empirically. The students are never 'told'

things but rather must gather data by putting Tribbles together

and seeing what happens, then they try to generalize on the

results that they see.

Eventually, Tribble familles'proceeds to develop a Mendelian

genetics theory, The approach is very different than that in a

typical biology class. The students are not told the underlying

theory but rather it comes out of study, somewhat the way a

scientist might do it. We cannot, of course, be fully realistic,

but we can, and we believe we do, give the flavor of whet it is

like to wink in science.

The project manager for this project was Barry Kurtz.

FORMAL REASONING

The second project is concerned with the recent finding that

many students in the United States do not become formal

operational in the sense of Jean Piaget, at the age,

approximately 12 to 14, where Piaget says it should be happening,

Particularly recent studies in different parts of the country of

college students, using the Piaget formal operational tasks, show

that as many as half of the students in universities, either at

the freshman or Behlor level, are not formal operational. Yet if

7

one examines the content of many freshman courses, particularly

In the sciences, we see that the formal operational traits, such

as ratio reasoning, are heavily used in these courses.

As in the previous project, my colleagues and I at the

Educational Technology Center saw this as a serious national

problem and one that was not likely to be solved by the

conventional classroom methods. It is our suspicion, although I

do not know of very much in the way of formal evidence, that many

teachers are themselves not formal operational. So it is

unlikely that these teachers will be likely to help students

become formal operational, We saw some possibility that the

computer could help with an important problem that was difficult

to solve with traditional learning methods.

Each of the modules is based on one of the Piaget formal

reasoning tasks. Each involves some subject matter area in the

sciences or mathematics, so the materials could be used within

science or mathematics classes. Experience before computer

material has Indicated that a single subject area is not

sufficient for the student to develop a concept. That is, if

they learn, for example, about ratio reasoning in one context, it

does not necessarily carry over into another context involving

ratio reasoning.

Hence, in some cases, we have been able to develop several

modules in different areas. Thus, ratio reasoning la represented

in this project with two modules, one based on the concept of

speed and one based on the concept of density. Two will will not

be enough for our purposes, but as with all projects, we had a
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finite amount of -resources to work with!

As an example from this project, I consider the speed module

just mentioned. This module was based on earlier work of David

Trowbridge for his doctoral dissertation at the Univerbay of

Washington. The first sub-module is again experential, with the

student allowed to fire balls in 6ifferent ways with pinball-like

mechanisms with particular tasks assigned in the process. The '

notion is to build up some intuitive conception of speed. la the

next module, we consider situations in which the time is held

constant but the distance can vary. Then we consider the

opposite case, situations in which the distance is held fixed

because the balls travel in tunnels of fixed size but the time is

variable. In each case, student's are presented with large

numbers of examples and must decide, given pairs of motions, in

which cases the balls move faster or slower.

In later sections of the dialog, both space and time are

allowed to vary so the true ratio idea enters. Facilities are

provided-for both space and time in some of these modules.

Project Manager for this project was David Trowbridge;

CONCLUDING REMARKS

These two projects illustrate some of the developmental

activities of the Educational Technology Center. We have, at any

given time, a range of research and developmental-projects active

at the Center. Those interested in our current projects are

invited to w for further information.

9
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1, The real problems with computers in schools are those, of

getting enough hardware for the schoolsenough computers for

each school.

The number of computers in schools has been doubling or

tripling each year for the past several years, in spite of the

stringent financial conditions of schools. We now have

approximately 300,000 computers in schools, averaging about three

per school. Although numbers are increasing rapidly, the

sophistication of usage within schools is often primitive.

Teachers are often Ill prepared to use the computer. Very little

good instructional ntelal is available. Teachers have low

standards for selection of instructional material, Inadequate

programming techniques are often being taught, crippling students

for later programming activities.

This is not to say that some good uses do not occur in

schools. But on the balance it may turn out that at the present

time the students are being hurt more than they are being hel.ed

by the computers in schools. More machines will only compound

that problem.

2. j the computer is used in classes, or other learning

nvlronment, is good.

1

1.0,4

The computer, like any other learning aid, can be used in

ways which are helpful to student learning or ways which are

harmful to student learning, There is nothing magical about

having a computer.

A computer with poor curriculum materials, or teaching the

material in inadequate ways, can be devastating to students.

Likewise, teaching inadequate programming techniques, no longer

used in practice, can hurt student's progress rather than ,aid

students. The use of any educational device in the claisroom

must be evaluated on its own merits, regardless of what kind of

learning technology is used.

3. The computer can be used in only one reasonable way in

classroom environments.

Adherents of various points of view often have this belief.

That is, they believe that other ways of using the computer

besides the one that 'they" favor, are intrinsically wrong.

Decisions about how to use computers for learning should be made

entirely on pedagogical grounds, not on predetermined

philosophical positions.

4. All students should learn toiprogram.

As computers become more and nue wIsprearl in our society,

the vast bul' o be t, use c very powerful

'Ate° ,211ectual tools. Our current tools, such as

word prucealng, spreadsheets and personal data bases, are only

beginning to show us the real power of such tools. Because of

these tools, most people will not be involved in programming

itself.
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Programming is often justified on the assumption that it

helps to give students some idea of what computers are all about.

But this is not true. Most introductory programming courses,

even extensive courses, do not give a full picture of what is

possible with the computer. Often the applications tools, just

suggested, give a much better idea of the real power of the

computer.

5. Because it is easily available on small computers, we should

teach students BASIC.

One of the major disasters in current schools is the

teaching of BASIC. Almost all BASIC teaching in schools is

developing a s'pries of very fundamental bad programming habits

that are difficult for students to overcome later. Most students

who study BASIC in high school have difficulty with computer

science in the university, c; in any other modern programming

applications.

6. We know all about how to use computers in education.

Our knowledge of the learning process is weak in many

respects. Conflicting theories of learning still abound.

Furthermore, much is still to be learned about the computer

itself V.'S learning device. Additional research is needed.

This is not to ray that we should,stop doing any development

until the research is complete. In fact do not believe that

we can afford to do that at the present perhaps because the

research may not be complete for hundreds of years.
ti

7. Teachers cmn develop extensive curriculum material in their

it are time.

3

4

A legend has sprung up buggests that teachers will be able

to develop large amounts of computer based learning material.

Indeed, the programs in many schools are predicated on this

unlikely assumption. The deVelopment of 0 type of good

learning module, involving the computer or any other learning

media, is a process that requires much effort and care. Hence,

very few people, including teachers, are likely to be able to

develop extensive computer based learning materia in their spare

time.

B. Lapagam draws lots of pretty' pictures, ft must be a

good program.

Although I have long argued for the importance of graphics

in education, some recent learning programs are almost nothing

but a set of pictures, unrelated to the learning material. While

visual information is important in learning, the developer must

work hard to make certain that the visual information is an aid

in learning and is not just a gimmick.

9. Authoriniarthorusstemias are useful in

producing computer based learning material.

Most authoring systems and authoring languages intended for

pedagogical design are toys, allowing the production of only

restricted types of computer based learning material.

Furthermore, they tend to confuse the issues of pedagogical

design, with the technical details of programming the material.

More adequate authoring systems exist. Software to aid the

coder, on the other hand, can be useful.

10. itsinnouritinguterial
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until artificial intelli e ce techni ues a ractical for

general classroom use.

Although some of the techniques of artificial intelligence

will probably eventually demonstrate their usefulness in computer

based learning material, we can already develop, without such

techniques, highly effective learning material dealing with very

difficult learning problems. The computer is at least as

intelligent as any book, even in its least intelligent form, and

books have long been shown to be very effective in th^ learning

process. Programs can reflect the intelligence of very good and

experienced teachers, without tequiring built-in intelligence.

11. Since computer "Alpha" is common in schools, all curriculum

materials should be developed for this computer.

The number of computers in schools tends to double or triple

each year. Furthermore, new models are appearing constantly, so

any curriculum effort which bases its thrust on computers

currently in schools 1s soon likely to be in difficulty. It is

essential to look ahead.

12. Com uters will certainl improve education.

As already indicated, the computer is not necessarily a

desirable force in'education. Computers can lead to a better

educational system, or to a worse educational system than we have

now. It is only that if we insist on the highest quality,, both

commercial and non-commercial products, that we are likely to

improve education with the coWputee. The issue at the present

time is very, much in the balance.

5
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'GRAPHICS AND FCREEN DESIGN'FOR INTERACTIVE LEARNING

Alfred Bork, Stephen D. Franklin, Ruth Von Blum, Martin Katz,
University of California, Irvine

Barry L. Kurtz, San Francisco State University

ABSTRACT

This paper ccncerns the role of graphics.in computer based learning material. We
consider both textuald graphic components of screen design and both spatial and
temporal aspects. Informal design standards are developed. Several software approaches
are discussed.

COMPUTERS AND OLDER MEDIA

The computer's use as a learning media is just beginning. It promis'es major changes
in our educational system. Every ,iew learning mode, such as the,computer, has unique
properties. This paper addresses those aspects of learning via computers that are
particularly concerned with spatial and temporal aspects of display on the computer
screen.

The computer screen is the arena for spatial and temporal display,\of infotmation in
computer based learning for both the computer and for the user. (We may also have sound
information.) On the display we may find both iconic (pictorial) components and textual
components. The way information is.placed on the display can have a great effect on
learning.

The computer as a learning medium is very diffeient from older media such as books
and lectures. Thus, the computer screen is very different from the page of a book.
Successful curriculum developers in older media treat the new medium just like the older
one, carrying over succesIsful tactics from previous use: the screen is often formatted
like the page of a book. It is only by'conscious effort that we begin to understand the
great differences between the computer display and these older- media. Some differences
reflect different capabilities. For example, as soon as a reader turns the page of the
book, the entire information on the new page appears at once. The computer display is
extremely different; information can develop in time, under control of the computer and
the user.

% A second difference concerns cost. Things whidh are possible in new and older media
may be practical in one and impractical in another. Thus, while sophisticated designers
understand that blank space in books aids learning, the amount of blank space in books is
rigorously controlled for financial reasons. One cannot afford to put only a few words
on each page, even if that were the most effective way to promote learning, because the
cost of a book increases as the amount of blank space increases. However, with the
computer screen no such relationship exists between the amount of blank space,and the
cost. Hence, blank space, while possible in both, can be used much more freely with the
computer.

Even a cursory review of much current computer based learning material shows that
the developers often are blissfully unaware of thr differences between books and computer
displays. The usual procedure is to start at the top left corner and to put the .

'information densely on the screen at the maximum possible speed. The computer "pages"
thus resemble the pages of a book. Few authoring systems give developers any capability
for better control of this medium.

Often decisions are made purely on a techological basis. Thus, many developers of
computer based learning material appear to believe that the faster the information
appears on the screen, the better. This does not match our experiences at the
Educational Technology Center with young novice computer users. We suspect that fast
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output reflects a desire to use the technology to make the computer presentation look
more like a book presentation.

CHANGING CAPABILITIES

In dealing with the computer as a learning medium, must recognize that its
capabilities are improving rapidly with time. Some of this improvement, such as faster
and cheaper processors and more memory, simply refers to general computer capabilities.
These factors will influence the effectiveness of the computer as a learning medium.

It is a fundamenbal mistake to consider today's small personal computers--the PET,
the Radio Shack, or the Apple--as typical of personal computers in the very near future.
Any realistic consideration of screen character!stics must look into the immediate future
and must make some reasonable assessments as to what will soon be available.

Developmental strategies must hake into account the changing nature of the medium.
Thus, the development should be done in such a way that it is reasonably easy to
incorporate into new versions of the learning units new capabilities not available at the
time of development. The programming must ensure that it is relatively easy to modify
the code; the question of how to program in a dynamic environment where changes are
expected is the major issue. Indeed, in most major applications areas the cost of
maintaining and revising programs over their life cycle is likely to be greater than the
cost of initial development. The criteria we need to consider are the same criteria used
in largescale complex programming.

We can delineate areas where we can expect screen capabilities to be improving in
the near future. Consider first characeristics of screen graphics. Current graphics on
inexpensive personal computers are limited by poor resolution, low speed, inadequate
numbers and control of color, the lack of shading and intensity control, and the severe
limitations,on animation. We can expect all these to improve. Several technological
factors are important in this improvement. First is the separate processing unit to
handle the display. These processing units may be designed for graphic capabilities,
such as the recently announced NEC chip. It is reasonable to expect competitors.

Another factor in the rapid improvement of visual qUality is the decreasing cost of
memory. Screen resolution in a raster system, storing bit maps.of the screen, can
improve as the cost of memory comes down until the limits of current video tube
technology are fully realized. Beyond this point we need inexpensive, higher resolution
monitors. This may be a slower process, because we cannot piggyback on the large TV
market.

As increasingly powerful processors stop using low quality monitors to control the
display: the importance of languages which allow multitasking will increase. Many
graphic activities could be improved by using separate graphic processors. While some
aspects of separate use can be handled without tasking capabilities within the
developmental language, to make full use of separate processors it is necessary to start
separate processes and have them proceed .ndependentiy.

Character display capabilities will also improve, although not as quickly as
graphics. Currently computer users have mostly an abominable set of characters on the
screen, characters which would be considered completely unacceptable in the print medium.
The main concern of those designing character sets seems to have been to make certain
that an "A" is distinguishable from a "B." Thus, hundreds of years of print character
technology has been lost in most computers.

This situation is changing. We now have experimental systems capable of different
character fonts, and we also have systems which allow user choice of characters. We are
also beginning to see systems that allow choice of size and"color of characters and other
similar features. The character problem is connected with resolution, already raised
with respect to graphics. We may expect major improvements in quality of characters to
come from Japan, since Japanese characters require better resolution than those in
western alphabets.

A third area for improvement is the development of new and better forms of input and
output. Thus, we are very much looking forward to greater availability of voice output.
Voice output, such as that available from Texas Instruments, is rare on personal
computers. High quality music is available but also rare. Several current projects are
considering voice input, but none can be expected to reach full fruition for personal
computer use for many years.

Personal computers are often weak in pointing devices, and additional work and study
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pin this area is needed. Some widely touted pointing devices, such as the finger, have
relatively poor resolution. Others are difficult-, for the novice to use.

Based on these future considerations, we can ask about reasonable design standards
for computer based learning. Our design standards will,include both the spatial and the
temporal aspects, since both space and time are controlled by the designer and (possibly)
the user.

REASONABLE DESIGN STANDARDS

The design standards specified in this paper are based on extensive experience at
the Educational Technology Center in developing a large amount of comouter based learning
material, both initially in the timesharing mode and more recently with personal
computers. During the fourteen years in which our group has been active, we have
considered design issues very seriously. Recently we have been fortunate to have funds
for experiment4? studies from the Research in Science Education program in the National
Science Foundation.

The first thing to be said is that design standards fo:7 computer based learning
material should be the standards of good graphic design in any application. 3y good
graphic design we mean the standards that would be followed, for example, by an excellent
designer in producing an ad for a high quality magazine, but as appropriate to the new
medium. The necessity for such standards in computer based learning is not generally
recognized. Nevertheless it is important in effective use. A corollary to this comment
is that a professional designer should be employed in the development of the highest
quality computer based learning material. We consider later the environment in which the
designer should work.

We can formulate a basic general design principle, applicable to all the material
that follows. Since we are concerned with learners, we want the learners to focus on
what is important, whether this.information be visual or textual. The implication is
that we should remove unnecessary information from the screen, and only show at a given
time material important for the learner at that time. We do not need to follow this rule
slavishly, but it furnishes a good guiding principle for the developers and for the
graphic designers.

ICONIC INFORMATION

One aspect of what appears on the screen are the images, the pictures to aid
learning. Here too we can state a general principle. We want to use as much
educationally relevant visual information as possible. Much of the learning experience
should be carried by visual information. This message is one that the pedagogical
designers as well as the graphic designers must keep in mind. 9, 'undancy--information in
both forms--is desirable.

The tendency unfortunately is in the other direction. Since many curriculum
developers are the successes of our current highly verbal educational system, they tend
to be verbally skilled, more skilled than many students. Therefore, they often do not
realize the necessity of good pictorial information for the average learner. Many people
who are "failures" in our current educational system could be successes in a system which
paid more attention to the uses of visual information to aid learning.

It is still not easy to satisfy this need for inconic information. We must keep
focusing the designers' attentions on pictorial design. Material that is heavily verbal
can be sent back to the pedagogical designers, prodding them to give more consideration
to visual components to aid learning. On the other hand, pictures should be relevant to
the learning process, hot just pretty pictures.

Several features of the use of pict t information are unique to the computer, as
compared with books. Some are devices w. are well-known on the blackboard or on TV.

For example, it is not necesary for pictures to appear instantaneously. Material
can develop in time. Often the text and pictures can be interwoven with parts of
pictures coming on in response to specific references in the text and with suitable
delays in between. Timing can emphasize critical features of the pictures by delaying
before and after those critical visual features. We can also highlight these critical
features or make them stand out in other ways such as blinking.

Another factor derived from studies which preceded computer use is that a Picture
can have too many details. That is, details which distract the student from critical
features can cause learner problems. In any picture we must identify the critical



features and ask how these can best be brought out by the way a picture is presentedask if a given detail is really essential, or whether it can be omitted,

TEXTUAL INFORIA_WION

Wy

The pictures and text cannot be considered separately. They both contribute
tolearning, working together.

Perhaps the major consideration with regard to texual information is that we should
use large amounts of blank space. A given screen should be relatively sparse, both
textually and pictorially, at any one time. Much of the area on the screen should
typically be blank. As indicated above, one way to achieve this is to eliminate the
information from tile display no loncer needed by the user. Often we see screens which
contain a large amount of "past history," not relevant to the current situation. This isneither necessary nor desirable.

A second consideration is that text should be placed on the display with the same
care that would normally be used in placing a picture on the screen. Text placement
should not be a system accident. Software for computer, based learning is poor if the
system decides where text is to go and how it is to be displayed rather than the
pedagogical designer, the graphic designer, or the learner making this decision.
Conscious placement of text, allocation of display information, should be considered at
all stages in development.

Strategies to increase comprehension with print material are known. Althuagh little
definite information about these strategies refers specifically to the display, it seems
seasonable that previous print readability research will be applicable to screens. Thus,
short lines, requiring less eye movement in reading a line, are generally desirable.
Avoiding hyphenation is highly desirable--hyphenation is a barrier to comprehensibility.
Keeoing natural phrases together on a line is also another important consideration; the
phrases can be defined-syntactically or semantically where the experierced reader will
pause. Justification at both ends of the line is also undesirable.

A variety of methods, again both spatial and temporal, are available for stressing
material on the screen. Thus, there can be a pause before and after a critical word or
phrase or the word or phrase can blink or it can appear in bold or in some other way,
such as an alternate font or color, that sets it off.

An important consideration, unique to the computer, is the quantity and degree of
viewer control allowed in the display text. In all of our current programs we allow the.
user to choose at any time the rate of text output. The decision followed by young
students is often, different from that provided by most developers of material--the
typical person not acquainted with computers prefers a much slower rate of text outout
than is usually seen.

Students can control not )nly the overall rate of text output, but also the timing_
between words and other aspects of timing. Furthermore, many of the features stressed in
the last paragraphs also can be turned over to the user. The question of which of these
is most important for increasing comprehension and motivation needs additional
investigation. A current research project at the Educational Technology Center is
considering learner control.

To maintain interest we can vary the style of display with size of the type, fonts,
and varying alignment or justification procedureF. So the learner doesn't see the same
old thing repeatedly. Varying style has strong Lotivational components. Our software
for text output at the Educational Technology Center supports three justification modes:
Left justification (without right justification), right justification (without left
justification), and centered text, the text centered on the line within a particular area
of the display. We use specified a.eas, ports or windows, with a strategy similar to
that used for display of graphic information.

For student text input, our group borrows from good word processing practice. Text
input is always in a "port," an area on the screen as just described in connection with
output. The port for input may or may not be the output port. The software handles
wraparound like word processors; if students type a word too long to fit within the port,
they see it on the current line until the edge of the port is encountered. At that
point, without any fuss, the partial word is moved to the next line and students can
continue typing with ro need for any special action.

Timing is also important on input. We want a user to be reminded of what to do in
many situations ("Don't fcrget to press return!") or given other specialized time-
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dependent aid. On the other hand, the software should not cut off someone currently
typing, even if a sizable delay preceded this typing. Again, these factors are in the
Educational Technology Center software and so arc, in all of our programs on the personalcomputer.

THE DESIGN PROCESS

Several individuals can be involved in design. The visual design components come
from at least two groups in the design process. In.the pedagogical design component
excellent teachers, curriculum designers, and others work closely tociether to develop thenecessary pedagogical specifications. They must be concerned with any factors which theybelieve will influence learning. Among these factors are the factors of design in bothspace and time.

We encourage pedagogical development teams to specify any design details they regard
as critical for use. Of particular importance, often determinable only by someone with
special expertise, is the question of what needs to be on the screen at a particular
time.

The pedagogical design team specifies design details in two ways. First they may
draw sketches of the screen, showing approximately where pictorial inforation and
various types of textual information are to appear. In some cases the pedagogical
designers will give this information in considerable detail. In addition visual
information, the scripts produced, can also contain' extensive verbal instructions for the
visual designer or for the coders, timing considerations or information about where.and
how things are to appear on the screen.

We run a half-day, informal workshop for our authoring groups, before the full
pedagOgical design process. One of the components stresses the display design details
that form the, basis of this paper.

The amount of screen design input which comes from the pedagogical designers will be
var able. Some individuals are very conscious of these issues and will give them very
careful specification. Other groups will almost entirely ignore these issues. So the
quality of visual and temporal design at this stage will vary.

The next person who may be involved is the graphic designer, an individual with a
good design background in other media. This individual also needs to understand the
educational implications of design, implications which often are not part of the standard
design curriculum. So it may be necessary to train this person. Unfortunately we are
not often in a position to afford a graphic designer. Much'of our materials have had to
rely only on general design principles as stated rather than on the insight of a graphic
designer. As we move toward more large-scale development of computer based learning
material, graphic design will be a critical feature of the full-blown production system.

DESIGN SOFTWARE
.

If graphic designers are to function effectively, they should be working on-line,
creating in an easy-to-use system the actual displays that the viewers will be seeing
insofar as these displays can be determined before user input is known.

If the designer is to work interactively at the screen, special software must be
provided. We have developed a variety of such software at Irvine, although we are still
not satisfied with it. Several systems developed at the Educational Technology Center
will be described briefly.

The first graphic design language was developed for timesharing, initially as a
picture editor by student programmers working with a program where many pictures were
necessary. It evolved into a general display editor, used extensively for several years.

This facility, a series of APL functions, allows users to create, modify, store, and
delete objects, either text or pictures. All objects can be referred to by names.

The user interactively constructs objects needed for a display, placing them in the
desired locations. They can be easily moved. When the design is complete, it is "pasted
down", just as a graphic artist might do in developing an ad for a magazine. While most
objects came through functions, tablet input is available for drawing objects.

The program is a code generating program, writing commands in the macro capability
that we used in our production of computer based learning units. It stored the full
graphic data, since we were working on a timesharing system with adequate file space. It



wrote either in -line code or three types of procedure calls, depending on whether the
object's position was known at the time that the designer was working or whether the
position depended on choices known only when the final dialog was actually run.

We also developed learning sequences to aid people to become familiar with the
facilities. The most successful was in print form.

When we shifted from timesharing systems personal computers, we created tools to
support efforts on these smaller machines. In this area, we initially developed three
tools: a text display package, a graphics display package, and a graphic design system.
The'last was intended for the designer.

The text display and graphic display package are similar. Both support the goals of
effective screen design, transportability, software maintainability, and simplicity of
use. The vocabulary and programmer interfaces for the two are consistent and new
'programmers are able to use them effectively after a single introductory course in
programming. These packages provide a uniform and "friendly" user interface where the
display of information and handling of input is controlled in a manner dictated by sound
instructional and graphic design. The graphics procedures were motivated by the ACM
SIGGRAPH core graphics standard.

The graphic design system allows definitions of the position of ports and objects to
be displayed. The design of the system is based on three concepts: the importance of
screen layout, the hierarchical design of displayed objects, and a hierarchical display
interface.

Most graphical objects have naturally hierarchical composition with "natural" sub-
objects. Eventually one arrives at primitive constituents, such as points and lines.
This hierarchical structure facilitates creating and editing of graphidal objects.
Pictures can include other objects, which may be selected from libraries of previously
defined objects,called "sketch books."

Users are presented with choices from a tree of menus, graphics related functions
together. The cost is that one must know something about the overall organization to
know where a particular function is located. To allevi,,,te this problem and that of
possibly needing the same function at different places, commonly used functions were made
available from multiple places.

To protect from mistakes, designers car, "back out" or undo most actions. For
example, when an object is edited, only a vopy of the object is changed until, after
viewing the fully edited object, the user .requests that the changed version be "saved."
The ability to "ba,.-:k out" is implemented at every level. Development is still
proceeding.

Conclusion

Design is an important component of good computer learning sequences. In this paper
we have suggested some design standards.
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1983

is an exciting era for those of us who have been

r many years with computer based learning.. We are

to see commercially available products fot aiding

a learn via computers. Many of these products are

Unfortunately most (perhaps 901) of these early

very poorly contrived.

is early stage of the market, when almost any product

:is, quality has not always been a determining factor in

peop.e to market a product. Incited, some marketers

( beginning to distinguish between their first

materials and their better scJond generation computer

ling materials.

, however, often misunderstand this distinction and

tinguish the better materials. If we are to demand

:s market higher quality material, users must develop, a

Wards for examining material. This paper is directed

development of such standards for all users. We must

inderstand that any old learning material on the

not necessarily "good." I hope that my comments on

serial will be useful for developers of computer based

aerials; I discuss development in more detail
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eisewhere.1

The current situation, the poor quality of material

commercial available, has great inherent danger. The problem is

that the implicit inadequate standards promulgated by these poor

materials may become the standard for computer based learning

modules. If this hpapens, we will lose, perhaps for a long time,

the real benefits or the computer in education.2

My tactic is to enumerate practices in computer based

learning which are common but undesirable. Often these are

\.;
practices which the novice does not note, but which are

nevertheless worth discerning.

I will avoid pointing to specific examples from existing

material, But readers may find it interesting and profitable to

examine. such examples by applying the ideas developed in this

paper.

Content

Undoubtedly the most important consideration in judging any

learning material is content. We are interested in material that

aids learning, so that should be our primary focus. Is it

substantial material, intended to accomplish some important

learning function? Does it accomplish this function? A

surprising amount of material, both comptuer and othei, is very

vague on issues or content; it is often unclear how learning

material fits into existing or proposed new sequences of

learning.

The most serious weakneenes in tho content. are what I shall

call trlydal pieces of al/andel, learning material which Is
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inconsequential. Limited segments of learning material, computer

or otherwise, need not be inferelor, but often is. A small

amount of material may suggest a very exciting new approach to a

particular area or to learning more generally, But the small

computer programs currently availble for learning seldom do that.

Indeed, they seem to have been developed primarily because the

materials was "doable, easy and cheap to program, not because it

has any serious learning purpOsal the, technology rather than

education dominates,

One type of offender 18 the eompotor "game," At least two

problems exist, Vim, inie toiminlogy le applied to Almoat

anything, The word "game" is used to apply to Activities that,

as far as I can see, have no game-like aspects, assuming the

everyday meaning of the word "game."

Another problem is that games seldom tie In well with

specific learning situations. What is to be learned in playing

an educational game is often vague to both student and designer.

If they are true games, they often are strongly motivational.

Although motivation is certainly extremely important in learning,

it is not the whole story.

One could achieve similar motivation in some cases by

bringing a pinball machine,into class. One could then argue

profoundly about how the ntwients are intuitively learning

information about the laws of motion in mechanics, particularly

with regard to colliding objects; university faculty are skillful

in making such arguments. I think these arguments would be weak,

for sustained use of pinball machines. Educators need a clear

- 3
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view about what is motivational with little educational value and

what is motivational with strong educational value. Materials

should be related to learning.

Games, I hasten to emphasize, can be extremely important in

the, learning process, more important than they are today. We

must consider motivational issues. But we must develop games

very skillfully if they are to incorporate learning issues. We

'Cannot assume that anything called a "game" is automatically

valuable,

Another area in much existing material where content in the

learning sense is particularly weak is the type of help offered

to students in difficulty. This isrperhaps the most critical

capability of good computer based learning material. Good

students typically do not need such material. They can learn

with almost any media. The real advantage of computers entails

being able to give individualized aid to students who do have

difficulty.

Yet much of the material one sees is inadequate for students

In need of aid. The only help may he simply to tell students

that they made errors, often in terms rather discouraging to the

student. When "help" is offered, often it bears the guise of

brief verbal advice, say, repeating a definition. Interactive

help sequences, bringing users to understand the material and

taking the time to determine if they do understand the material,

are,seldom available. Unfortunately, the typical help is s

screen full of text, with no interaction, and details repeated

'fat have already been stressed. "One level" help will he

-4-
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inadequate for many students; some may require quite different

help in order facilitate learning.

The problem of inadequate aid for the learner In difficulty

is related to a larger problem, the lack of Individualization of

the learning material, Different students learn best in

different ways,. Good computer based learning material assumes

this, and provides a wide variety of learning sequences and

styles. However, much current computer material provides only a

single learning path, forcing everyone through the same approach

in a lecture-like fashion,

I might summarize many of these bad practices In content by

saying that much current comptuer based learning material devotes

very little time--far too little--to considering thefpedagogical

details of the material. Much of it gives the impression that a

quick pedagogical idea was generated, and then most of the energy

went into the coding. Serious pedagogical material demands

serious attention to the curriculum details, with or without

oomputers.

Considerationl

A developer of woo* now leatninl material sometimes

way have hod experleoue in OSLIMOIVA ourcloulom development in

other media; others are now developers without previous

exprience. Many workers in this field will inevitably be people

who have developed learning material in book form, In lecture

form, or in other ways, Henck, It Is not too surprising that,

particularly in their early use of computer based learning, such

developers' tend to employ modes similar to those which drove
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their earlier activities. They are often still thinking

implicitly about books or some other medium.

Developing a "feel" for a new learning medium, as we must do

in the case of computers, is a heroic enterprise. We can give no

very definite rules, since much of this activity depends on

experience. But I will indicate a few of the media factors that

characerize poor,practices with computer based learning material,

Perhaps the central problem is the failure to recognize the

potential of the computer as an interactive medium, Poor

material has far too few interactions, too much for students to

read on the screen before lois anything. Nontrivial interaction

is the hallmark of good computer based learning material.'

Although difficult, it is not impossible to establish

criteria for "quality of interaction," a numerical measure,

giving a rough feeling for. the degree of interaction. One aspect

of interaction, although by no means the only Issue, in the time

between interactions for the average user. There may well be an

occasional situation in which the designer wants this interaction

time to be long, perhaps as long as several minutes. Generally

the average time between interactions one Interaction ends and

another begins) should probably be more like 15 to 30 seconds.

ometimes we want it to he a good bit less than this. It is

characteristic of poor material that the average time between

interactions is too long, primarily because of excessive amounts

of text.

A model can aid in developing such Interactions. One can

ask what good teachers do when they work individually or with a
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Very small gioup of students, In such a situation most teachers

will rot "lecture," but will work interactively with the

students, perhaps by asking questions, Warning must be an

active process, if it is to be accomlished efficiently.

Computers provide an excellent medium for such interactive

learning. Readers interested in more details about interactiob

including an early to provide a numerical measure, may

consult an earlier pappr of the author,)

One bad practice, common with computers and with older

learning media, is the inadequacy visual or graphic

information. Many students are not very skilled with language,

and will only gradually build up language skills in courses.

These students often need more visual aids In learning than is

typically presented. Since teachers and developers of curriculum

material are skilled in handling verbal information, they tend to

use too much of it for many learners. We must insist, in .

examining curriculum material using computers and other media, on

the necessity of providing sizable amounts of pictorial learning

material. This information should be of direct help to the

learner, not just visual "gimmicks." We don't want just a set of

pretty pictures.

Another annoying feature of much computer hased learning

material is the constant repetition of stock phrases. In both

simulationi and problem generators a given section of computer

code may he used over and over. This is ofttri desirable,

particularly when the material is embedded in a richer learning

structure. out how undesirable it is to repeat over and over
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exactly the same phrase, as students progress through the

'program) This is deplorable because it reduces the material to a

mechanical procedure, whereas computers have the potential for

engaging students in friendly dialog. A variety of simple

tehcniques can easily avoid this impediment. For example, we can

choose a phrase randomly from a collection of equally appropriate

phrases for the particular situation, Whfle this may seem to he

a minor issue, attention,tothis tan create material more

appealing to students.

One media-related difficulty is the practice of solving

"problems" associated with the learning maerial through other

media. For example, my experience In making films discloses a

tendency to, belieVe that one should solve learning problems

associated with the film by means of associated; print material.

Ye': with most films, because of logistic or other problems, most

students never see this associated printed material; so this way

of trying to solve the problem is unsatisfactory. Similarly, a

good unit of computer based learning material should, in most

cases, not be highly dependent on print material, video,

lectures, or other learning media,

It is poor practice to solve a pedagogical,difficulty in

learning material by resorting to another medium, I hasten to

say that multimedia material itself, with each learning medium

playing its .full. instructional role, is important in. the learning

process. But even when various media are effectively used, the

logistib problems of making certain everyone has all the

components at the right time can become difficult, in the real

d
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world, Thur,, laboraory material In lite rioienven for the first

through the sixth grades, as In such prOjects a 0 and SCI;, has

proved to he very difficult to use in kactice, because teachers

do not want to be bothered keeping and maintaining/kits of

material. In looking at computer based learning material, when I

raise a pedagogical question and the developers of the material

tell mo they deal with that problem in the student notes or

teacher notes, I have qualms,

Finally, one sot of media-related prOblems seems important

enough to discuss In a separate section, I next discuss the

arrangement cf material on the queen le hoth space and time,

Watlesiln

As with other ;mute of compur based learning, newcomers

often treat the ecreen the eeme way they have treated "writing

surfaces" in older media, This, the screen Is considered like

tfie page of a book or some other print-like format or a

blackboard. Oten developers do not even know about print

readability since that information is not used Commonly in

developing mint material for learning., Perhaps the only

.
curriculum development group to gi.ve adequate attention to the

research literature on readability is The Open Jiniversity in the

United Kiagdom.4,

Ir some cases,the computer-driven screen allows capabilities

beyond tnose available on a page, For example, timing, by which

material can develop In time ,to aid the reader's comprehension of

that material, is not possible on a page of a book; when the

learner turns the page the new material is'all there, print and

pictures, Out the screen situation being very different,

material can develop In time. In other situations approaches

possible in the hook form are not economically desirable. One

important influence upon a number of issues is that of blank

space, Blank space in a hook increases the cost of book; blank

we
on the computer screen is free.

Let me point to a series of readability factors common to

both print and screen. Then let's look at some factors unique to

the screen. Various studies show that these factors hurt

readability, both In print and on screen, yet they are fairly

common In print and computer material. The first'is the use of

very long lines of print. In general, the learner handles

material better with short lines, although the readability

results are rather complex, Right justificatin, combined with

left justification, the common practice in books often ruts down

on readability. Hypenation is a negative factor too; it is

common practice, usually combined with right justification.

Keeping natural prases, defined either syntactically or

semantically, together on a line also helps a learner who is not

a good reader. While honks have followed this practice

occasionally, such as in the Leiber and Leiber popularizations of

mathematics and science, it is still extremely rare in print

material. It is almost equally rare In existing computer based

learning material, although newer "second generation" learning

- material is beginning te show it, At present, to. maintain

phrases on the same line typiCally requires some human'

intervention; perhaps that is why it is not.freguently
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implemented. At least ',rem a syntactical point of view (not a

semantic point of view), It could be automatic,

A number of useful ways to emphasize critical words and

phrases in computer haled learning material seldom appear in

Available material.

Some of these techniquG for emphasis involve "moving" the

material In some way, either turning it of and on--blinking--or

oscillating it, or reversing field at some rate. Other

techniques for emphasizing words and phrases will involve timing.

Thus, one can pause a suitable length of time before and after a

grammatical entity needing emphasis, just as one does in

speaking. We can vary the rate of textual ouput for such

entitles, a topic we shall discuss later, Timing can also be

effective in pausing titter aech poncluatIon marks an commas,

semicolons, and poliodfi.

One had pcaotiao, 311WAL 1401441 with 614ilitln9 materials

spews text,at the user at the thateat passible rate, with no

consideration as to whethor this is desirable. In the Educational

Technology Center for many years we have been examining this

question informally and recently more formally. We find that

very few users other than professionals like the fast rate

typical of material today. Instead, "normal' users, given a

choice, use a rate much like the 300 baud rate of communications.

In interviewing users, we have found that the fast rate is

disturbing to many. One of our current research projects is

attempting to gather more detailed information about this iF;5110.

Our previous experience make it clear to us that text is usually

- 11 -

displayed too rapidly for most users of the sytem, another very

common bad practice.

Although we currently ant the initial nptuil of purdah at

what we consider the best desirable rain, very uncommon In

computer based 'while) material, wo also believe it Is desirable

to allow learners to control the rate of text output at any time.

This raises an issue of an entire set of factors for user control

of the screen. One of the computer's advantages is that it

allows such reader control, which is not possible in text

material. Yet developers commonly ignore this possibility and

provide no more control than is available in hooks. Users can

employ a number of controls with computer based le:arning

material.aterial. Bad practice is not to allow such controis.

The handling of input is often particularly.. had. Long

inputs, with much English text, frequently lead to words split at

the edge of the screen. That is, when the print gets to the edge

of the screen, the hardware or software shifts part of the word

to the next line, The edge, however, is not necessarily the

critical location. One might prefer a word not to overlap a

diagram or other text, and so providecontrols that prevent such

overlap, while assuming that a whole word is on one line.

Strategies for not splitting words are well-known in computing;

they are used widely in word processing systems,:where they are

typically called "word wrap." Words ermine lines or words

overlapping with diagrams or others, particularly on long inputs,

is a frequently seen but highly undesirable practice. Like many

bad practices, relatively minor increments in the software can
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Witrol it. Tho dlifiLfilly in ti,ai ir,pul, and output provided by

most computer languages in quite Inadequate,

Perhaps the worst among a number of bad practices associated

with student input are the types which allow a program to bomb

because of a mistake, such as typing a letter instead of a

number. Such typing mistakes are common, particularly with a

novice likely to confuse the numbers one and zero with the

letters "1" and "O." Fingers resting lightly on the keyboard can

"add" characters,not intended, For some time special "font ends"

for novices have provided coding for input which supercedes the

rather crude input now provided in most computer languages. Many

current materials do not provide such user-friendly front ends.

Another useful but rarely available feature for student

input, is the timed read, In many situations it is undesirable to

let a learner sit indefinitely long before the computer does

something, Learners may not really understand that they are

expected to type something at that point or may have no clear

view of what to type oc may have typed something without pressing

return. In all these cases timed input can carefully handle the

situation.

Weak underlying software is likely to generate had practices

in computer based learning by poorly designed placement of text

on'the screen. Most computer languages make the book-like

assumption that text should always start at the left-hand margin.

I considei this a very bad practice, seldom desirable. Text

'should appear on the screen by conscious design to best aid

learners with that particular component of text.

- 13

Finally, text should frequently disappear from the screen

without erasing information which is still relevant. Text fin

longer applicable to the situation at hand shouldn't be there.

Modern systems allow ports to the screer to he removed, without

affecting other parts of the screen. In much current computer

based learning material at any one time the screen shows a past

history of what In.s happened, often with irrelevant text for the

current situation. The practice of removing superfluous text,

concentrating the student's attention on what is currently

relevant, relates to the frequent use of blank space mentioned

earlier.

Other Factors

Other issues should he mentioned which fit either loosely or

not at all in the classifications developed. Some have to do

with tactics used in the materials. A number of tactics are poor

tactics, but commonly used.

One such undesirable tactic is multiple choice questions,

particularly in on-line quzzes. In some cases this is a

subconscious choice. People know that multiple choice has

something to do with computers, so they focus on it when they

start to develop interactive computer materials. Some computer

quizzing systems for both off-line and on-line employ primarily

multiple choice.

Multiple choice should, I believe, almost never occur in

computer based lea: ,'ng material for two reasons, First, mutiple

choice is a poor way of determining what'a learner knows.

Guessing factors plily too sizable a role. Further, this mode of

- 14
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quizzing fell into education as a tactic of desperation, using

relatively crude early technology to handle large numbers of

students. It has little to recommend it at present. Better

technology renders it obsolete, It is not needed with a compluer

for we can ask a much wider range of questions which avoid

guansing factors, and Lio i,c40 quickly to reliable

larofthation About what 046104 do dnd do ni.t kn4w.

A nuAer of deprtur4 fly, i,lingy English also fall into

the category of 140 pialitioc, some Ala I d to undmirtaud. For

example, often immediately after the question mark, with no

intervening spaces, the computer pauses for a reply to a

question. The display is certainly not characteristic of the way

we teach people to write English!

Also common is the widespread use of Y's and N's, or even

worse l's and 0'5, in place of "yes" and "no." While some use of

single letter mnemonics may be useful it is an undesirable tactic

to follow in most computer based learning material. Future

displays, such as those currently in use in Sesame Place, may

build yes and no keys directly onto the display. At least in

this case tile rull word is there, not some computerized

abbreviation.,

As stated earlier, I aspire to urge upon the developers and

publishers of computer ased learning material some standards of

quality. And I wish to suggest to users of computer based

learning material the possiblity of reasonable judgments

concerning the quality of that material. Many important positive

issues in the development of computer based learning material are

- 15 -

not tapped. For Farther details the reader can consult a recent

book by the author, Learning with CosIters.5

I welcome cownts-about bad practices from others to add to

my list.
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It is a pleasure to
return to England to give this keynote

address. During my stay as advisor to the National
Development

Programme in Computer Assisted beaming, I a! !nded an early CAL

meeting at Oxford! I met many of you and learned about ongoing

projects. This trip renews many old acquaintances. Perhaps I

haven't been In England
frequently enough mince then. The

gentleman at Passport Control
at Gatwick commented, "You have

been neglecting
us--you haven't been here since 1900." I will

try to do better in the future!

This paper has four components. I begin with a series of

assertions about computers in education,
some supported later in

the paper. I then review two examples of computers in education

developed at the Educational
Technology Center. A brief

interlude considers
the major advantages of the computer in

learning. Finally I speculate on the future of the computer in

education, arguing that it will be eventually the dominant

delivery device for all areas of education. I consider aspects

of what will happen.

Some Assertions

The following statements will
not be defended In this paper.

I wish to make my ponition clear on these issues.

1. Extremely little good computer based learning material

is available in any country. Much of the material, including

commercially published material, is of very poor quality.

2. The standards currently in use In computer based

learning material
are extremely low and are in greet danger of

becoming accepted an the standard)).

3. Many of the materials
available are bite and pieces

rather than coherent
collections of learning material.

4. The computer can be used In many ways in education.

Philosophical discussions should not rule out certain ways..

Decisions should he made on pedagogical grounds.

5. The training of teachers Is a major weakness In our

current systems.
Most of the present in- service ways of training

teachers are entirely inadequate to the task,

6. In teaching programming at any level--primary school,

secondary school, or college or un/virelty--the major
emphasis

should be on teaching good modern ?ramming structure.

7. It is very unlikely that good programming courses will

be taught In BASIC. BASIC Should be avoided at all costa.

8. Authoring languages are useless in generating effective

computer based learning materiel.

Readete who would like to
discuss these (roues with me further

are welcome to do so.

Two Examples of Computer Based Learning
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To give some reality to the notion of using the computer in

education, l/ /discuss in this section two examples developed at

the Educational Technology Center, described elsewhere in detail.

1. IntroductoaPhyslcsjuarter

About seven years ago we developed the mechanics part of an

introductory physics course, based on highly interactive,

graphic, on-line tests, This course has been used about five

times, with 2,000 students, and improved: We are now discussing

moving a subset of these tests tb'personal cdMputere for

marketing,

The pedagogical structure of the course is like a Keller

plan, Personalized System of Instruction, or mastery course. The

subject matter is divided into units; students stay with a given

unit until they perform almost perfectly on tests associated with

that unit. If a student shows weaknesses on a test, further

study is required. Eventually the student takes another test

version covering the same learning objectives.

Tests are given on-line at the computer. In typical

presentation 400 students chose one of the two computer toms,

which differ In content. About 150 students chose a standard,

noncomputer variant of the course, The 400 students who choose

computer verilons take about 15,000 on-line exams in ten weeks,

with the computer generating each exam uniquely, offering

immediate and very detailed feedback and help to students and

doing all the record keeping. Because of the highly relevent

student assistance, students agreed almost unamimously that the

quizzes are the main learning material in the course. So we

- 3 -

describe this course all gultimecl.

While this is a physics course, the technique of structuring

a computer based course around the quizzes with little additional

expository material is extremely promising for the future.

2. Scientific Literacy

The second set of units were designed several years ago,

when the EduCatonal Technology first employed personal

computerk,' These computti based learning dialogs are about one

and a half to two hours long fora typical user.

Although the units are in the context of science or

mathematics, their main objective is not to teach the subject

matter but rather to bring a wide audience to a broad but deep

understanding of the nature of scientific activity. Such issues

as what constitutes a theory in science and how theories are

discovered are the main content issuei, though not discussed

explicitly.

The programs are divided into modules, typically eight, each

about fifteen minutes long, Students can enter any module and

thus do not need to finish at a single session. Students as

young as ten years old as well as university students and adult

learners have used many of the progams successfully. Indeed, we

know of no other way of teaching these difficult issues that

potentially may be as successful. Full summative mvaluation

based on the objectives has yet to be carried out.

Repeated extensive formative evaluations have led to

improving the units. These took place in schools with children

about twelve years old through
university environments and in

- 4 -
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public librerlea.

In the public library
a computer message invites anyone to

use it. No one helps students
with either the computer or

subject utter. The materiels are self-contained, a complete

learning experience on the computer.
Testing in libraries has

many advantages, ilcluding noting
places where the materiels are

motivationally weak and in need of Improvement.

These examples do not exhaust the ways computers can aid

learning. They show contrasting
mainline instruction where the

'Computer plays a very important role. Other examples, from the

Mutational Technology Center and from other groups illustrate

other modes,

Why the Coster In Learning

Why Is it that the
computer it destined to be such on

important factor in human learning at all levels with ell types

of people?
fundamentally the major 'factor' Is 1pteraction. The

fact that the computer
can make learning en active as.opposed to

a passive process implles other important consequences.

What does the learner do during the learning process? The

model of liarning'implicit
in present school -based education is

the passive model.
Information le 'delivered' by tee, teacher or

by books, and the learner is a passive absorber of that

information, a spectator,
Learning must be active it ideas,

methods, concepts are to be internalised.
To be useful to the

individual, learning must involve some activity on the part of

S -

the learner. A learner, or smell
grouplof learners, uorking with

a human tutor, can maintain such
activity. Out most of our

current learning situations,
where many people need to learn and

limited funds support learning, institutions, are passive.

The computer allows us to move away from spectator learning

at reasonable
and to return to interactive learning for

everyone. This le not to say that the computer competes well

withcan extremely good tutor. Kt can, with computers, become

more interactive than is'Usual4
possible.

Once we accept that the computer can make learning

interactive, even with large numbers of students, we see some

consequences. As the computer can ,query the student, frequently

we can determine what the student knows, 60 the curriculum

Iodides can be adapted to different backgrounds, without any

conscious realisation on the part of students. We can fill in

missing background material or methods. After presentation of

newideas, the program can check using internal guinea to see if
14,

the student comprehends. If t, the:presentation can be

reviewed'or new approaches
to that material can be offered to the

student. Thus, learning can become.highly
individualised,

differing for each
student in terms of the learning materiels and

the time.

Another consequence of interaction Is that we can determine

the level of interest of the sirident. While this is more

difficult to do, it is possible In en interactive environment.

Material that isleak in interest can be changed, following a

differen6peroach,

- 6 I-
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Because of interaction we have very powerful mechanisms for

improving the material. We can save student responses; these

responses give us extremely detailed views of what is happening

with students moment by moment.

Although the computer allows thie highly interactive

approach, with various benefits following, not all computer based

learning material is Interactive. We need to develop standards

for judging the quality of interaction. Often beginning tars,

both students and their teachers, are satisfied with ve:y weak

forms of interaction, because it is such an improvement over

noninteractive learning media. Thus, many of the videodisc plus

computer modules produced so far, often by video people, are

extremely weak with regard to interaction.

The Future of Education

In this section I briefly discuss four important issues

concerning the future of education, as affected by computers.

1. Widespread Future Use of Computers in Education

It seems almost certain that the computer will be used very

widely in education, not only In formal schools--primary and

secondary and university--but also in training and in adult

education. Two issues assure this (1) The effectiveness of the

computer in education and (2) the economics of computers in

education. The effectiveness follows primarily from interaction

and individualization. The economic issues are even more

obvious. Computers, particularly personal computers, are

declining rapidly in cost. Furthermore, many companies,

POblishers, computer vendors, and new companies are moving toward
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developing and marketing computer based learning material. While

much confusion exists, in direction, the total commercial funding

in this activity is sizable and growing. These companies

recognize that a large market, will develop, even though at

present they are very uncertain about the nature of the market

and uncertain of their role. I refer to these two issues as the

'good and bad' reasons for the widespread use of computers in

education,,

2. The Future of Education Will Not Necessarily Be Desirable

It should be made clear that at this time it is not clear

whether the computer will lead to a better or worse educational

system than we have today. Like any powerful new technology,

computers can be used in either desirable or undesirable ways.

Presently, the very poor computer based learning material

available is setting a very low standard. If teachers,

administrators, and parents continue to accept this low standard,

it may become the standard.
So we may .move toward a future with

very poor ways of using the computer in education, ways which

lead to undesirable learning.

3. The Key to a Good Educational Future is an Effective

Production System

The questions of how and where materials will be produced Is

critical in determining whether computers will aid or retard

education. If we produce computer based learning material with

care, the same, care which has gone into major curriculum projects

such as those at The Open University or the major efforts In the

United States in the 60's and early 10'a, then we can expect the

- 8 -
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computer to lead to a better educational system. However, if we

continue with the current cottage industry structure, with

teachers producing little odds and ends of material with little

Coherence and little classroom testing, then we will be In

difficulty. The next five to ten years are the critical period.

4.
Future

of the Computer In Education

Given the ma i° changes which will occur in education, we

cannot ex
our educational institutions to stay the same,

ools and universities will
change their nature'in ways which

are not entirely predictable at present. Much of the pressure

for these changes will not come from within, educational

institutions are conservative and do not change drastically

without strong external preneUres, including monetary ones.

These pressures will become stronger, and so we can expect

Institutions to change.
Distance learning activities will

Increase In Importance, even in the elementary and secondary

schools. Mastery or criterion reference modes will become more

common, The tin to move through educational Institutions will

change and will be more varied than atpresent. There will be

many other changes. I am predicating that the future of

education is a desirable one. The changes for an undesirable

future are frightening.

The only way we can move toward better educational systems

Is by efforts of all of us. The time for this effort is now.
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A TALE

Alfred Bork
Educational Technology Center
University of California
Irvine, California 92717
(714) 833-6911

February 18, 1983

Once upon a time ....

there was a marvelous invention, almost comparable to the gift of

fire to humankind, except that it was the product of people's

minds. It was a revolutionary invention, changing profoundly

many aspects of human life. Eventually it made possible a new

way to learn, a way which quickly superceded earlier ways.

This marvelous new invention was not created for purposes of

education, so at first teachers ignored it completely.

Nevertheless teachers around the world heard of the invention,

and the imaginative ones soon recognized thii marvelous

invention's great potential for education, and they wanted very

much to use it with their students, eager to benefit from the

excting new technology._ But for many years such teachers were

frustrated perhaps because among the great invention's many

purposes education was of low priority.

The most innovative teachers, brave souls that they were,

found it possible to buy the new device, and they set about

trying to use it. These teachers produced some materials for

their own students, and shared a limited number of these

materials with others, even though their products were only

amateur efforts. After all, they were primarily teachers,
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; specialists in education; they were not at ease with this new and

esoteric technology. Yet they were brave pioneers doing their

best to use the magnificent invention to aid learning.

As the new invention became better established, there arose

a group of specialists particularly talented in using the new

invention. .A few of these specialists were also interested in

education, so they too thought about the invention's role in

learning. They proposed a few products, but their efforts were

only minimally useful. These specialists understood little about

teaching and learning, even though they were experts at the

wonderful invention.

Most teachers still avoided producing educational material

by means of the invention. Some were scornful, saying that the

new technical development had nothing to do with education. This

was not surprising, considering that teachers number many

conservatives among their group who tend to believe that their

long standingtechniques must be the best. Furthermore, teachers

recognized that some of the early products of the new invention

were of poor quality.

Many years elapsed, with occasional educational experiments

by teachers or specialists.' Occasionally a bold experiment

produced a better educational product, but most products were not

very useful for students. The potential of the marvelous

invention remained unimplemented for education.

Then a few people began to see a better way to proceed. The

notion evolved that several persons could collaborate in

developing educational products based upon the marvelous new

2
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invention. Teachers could use their special skills to aid the

learning process, and technological specialists could devote

themselves to the production. So a production system emerged

combining the talents of both types of experts. Gradually they

recognized others who could signficantly contribute to these

educational materials. Artists provided pictures and other

elements of design.

As they produced more educational products using the

marvelous invention, the world began to accept the idea'that

these new learning materials could be important in education.

Companies sprang up, aware that the public would buy this new

product because of its aid to education.

The market grew slowly. But eventually the educational

products based on the wonderful invention appeared everywhere.

They led to a revolutionary new stage of education, new ways for

people to learn..

The marvelous invention was ....

the printing press.

Or was it the computer?

3
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COMPUTER ASSISTED LEARNING - -THE AGE OF REASON

Alfred Bork
Educational Technology Center
University of California
Irvine, California 92717

August 15, 1983

The newer uses of the computer in education have fully

demonstrated that the computer is an extremely powerful learning

device, one that has potentials far beyond those available in -

current modes of learning, such as lectures and textbook. The

major advantages of the computer, its interactive capabilities,

creating an active learning experience for everybody, and the

ability, because of interaction, to individualize the learning

experience to each learner, even with very large numbers of

learners,. are now understood. We also are beginning to

understand the process for developing computer based learning

material, the set of steps which will lead from the earliest

ideas to finished tested material, either for schools,

universities, for adult education, or for training.

However, knowing howto do these things, knowing the

capabilities, is a far cry from insuring that they will really

happen. The computer, like any other piece of technology, &es

not inherently contain within itself the reasonable ways to use

it. In fact, all technologies can be used poorly or they can be

used well. Most of the learning sequences on computers that are

being produced now, at all levels, are poor, not at all

reflecting the full capabilities of the computer.

Hence, the issue of whether the computer will improve

1
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education training is still to be decided. The computer Can lead

to a worse educational and training system than we now have: The

problem is world wide, demanding cooperation among all countries

if we are to move toward highly desirable educational futures.

The transition to computer based learning systems is already upon

us and can be expected to accelerate rapidly. In addition to the

economic benerits resulting n schools and training institutions

with the use of the computer, more and more apparent as the

computer drops rapidly in cost, there are also powerful

commercial reasons involved, large companies that see the

computer already as an important market. The use of computers in

education is no longer, an academic issue, one that can be debated

in learned meetings; rather it is a practical issue w. must

address with all speed.

This paper is structured in three sections. In the first

section I consider some existing examples of computer based

learning material. While these are described only briefly in

this paper, in the talk they will be illustrated in more detail.

It is difficult to write about computer based learning. In fact,

the best possibility is for the readers to work with programs

such as the ones described here. In the second section I

consider the strategies for producing computer based learning

material that have been developed at the Educational Technology

Center. In the third section I consider some of the future

possibilities with regard to computers in education and training.

In all these sections, the discussion will of necessity be brief,

far less-than is deserved by these important topics, considering

2
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the -t the future of education is the issue that we face.

EXAMPLES

I mention several examples-oi material that has been

developed at the UniversityJof California, Irvine, in the

Educational Technology Center. These examples illustrate quickly

some of the range of currert possibilities.

The first example is beginning quarter of an introductory

physics course. This course, in its computer form (students have

a choice of a non-computer version also) consists of about 15

on-line quizzes. Quizzes are used in a mastery mode; a student

must perform essentially perfectly on a given quiz or take

another version of that quiz over again. The student who takes a

quiz,-4 times and does not succeed, must see the teacher for

individualized help before proceeding.

The learning material is built into the quizzes. For most

students, this is all the learning material., required for the
1

course. The quizzes can often determine exactly what problems

the student has. We like to *refer to a course of this kind as a

quit-based course because, unlike the standard course, it puts

the focus of the course on quizzes rather than on didactid

learning material.

Attention is also given to building up students intuition

with a "controllable world," allowing the students to "play" with

mechanical phenomena with workbook sections that discuss exactly

what should be done.

We give approximately 15,000 quizzes during ten weeks. A

student spends an average of about 2 1/2 hours a week on the

3
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computer. About 400 students take the computer based course. I

should also indicate that there are really two 7omputer based

courses with quite different quizzes; the stude't is offered a

choice of content as well as other learner cont of factors.

As a second example, I mention a set of materials which were

developed to aid students in understanding the nature of science.

These materials, developed more recently for personal computers,

address important issues of the essence of scientific theories,

working with a wide variety of students frbm eleven years through

sixty years, in a variety of situations. They have been widely

tested, notionly in schools, but also in public libraries and

science museums. A typical unit in this case lasts about 90 to

120 minutes. The strategy is to put students in a position where

they must behave like a scientist.

A third project I will mention, just in its early stages,

concerns the question of teacher preparation. As computers

appear more and more rapidly in schools, massive problems develop

. with regard to how the teachers are to use these new devices.

The traditibnal methods of teacher training are inadequate to the

problem; given the numbers of teachers and the speed necessary.

Few teachers in airy part of the world are close to centers that

can give adequate aid. We believe that the only way to tackle

this problem is through the use of the computer itself. We have

developed several modules and are seeking funding for others.

Our hope eventually is to produce a full-scale set of materials

for teachers covering all aspects of the computer in education,

modulel that can be used by all teachers anywhere the problem is

4
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very urgent.

A PRODUCTION SYSTEM

In this system I describe a system for producing computer

based learning material. This system is aimed at producing high

quality material, at a time when sizable amounts of material must

be produced, a few years from now. The production system draws

upon the experiences of other sizable curriculum development

efforts in recent years, involving a wide variety of other media.

Thus, the strategies used are, in many ways, similar in overall

form to those at The Open University in England, the world's

foremost developers of university level curriculum material. I.

will briefly describe a number of stages. Again, details cannot

be presented in such a brief time.

Stage 1--In any project the initial stage is the decision to

produce the material which usually involves securing the funding

also.

Stage 2--There must be an overall design of the project,

describing in some detail each of the modules to be produced.

One way of developing this overall design is through a meeting of

national, or international, experts in the area, including

teachers with practical experience. This group, through

brainstorming and other techniques, is asked to come up with the

descriptors, perhaps a page or so of each of the units to be

produced.

Stage 3--The overall design can now be reviewed and perhaps

modifi7d, based on these reviews.

Stage 4--Detailed pedagogical design follows. Each of the

5
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units of the course needs to be fully specified. The result of

this stage is a script, something like the manuscript of a book,

a storybook and shooting script of a film, or other descriptions

of this kind. All the pedagogical details, including the

complete analysis of student responses, must be given. The

computer has its own form of script, different than a film or

book.

Stage 5--The script can also then be reviewed by a variety

of experts, and changes can be made.

Stage 6--An important issue in computer based learning is

the way information is displayed on the screen, the design of the

screen. The computer is not a book offering different kinds of

controls in space and time, as to how material is on the screen.

Some of these are controllable by the user, others by the

programmers. A competent graphic designer is needed to establish

the design.

Stage 7-The screen design can now be reviewed and possibly

improved.

Stage 8--Before coding takes place in a modern software

engineering environment, it should be designed. A\variety of

strategies are available for doing this. Design of the code is

much more likely to produce a code which will be easy to modify,

maintain, and transport.

Stage 9--The code design can then be reviewed.

Stage 10--At this stage coding can now take place. Note

that many stages have preceeded coding. Inadequate structures

for developing computer based learning material often put the
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coding process much too early

Stage 11--The code itself can now be reveiwed, to see that

it actually satisfies the standards of good, modern coding.

Again, this is important if the material is to be modified in

later stages.

Stage 12 - -Next the actual running of the program can be

reviewed internally in the project. At this stage we find that

if the program does what it is supposed to do. Many changes are

suggested; the program is now viewable on the screen, and some of

the ideas which seemed reasonable on paper do not seem desirable

in the running material.

Stage 13--We can now conduct a series of formative

evaluations, perhaps with increasing numbers of students, and

revisions following each of these formative evaluation stages.

This is one of the most important stages in the process. For the

first time, the actual students are using the material. One of

the advantages of computer based learning material is that we can

gather very detailed information about how students are behaving,

and we can use this information for significant improvements in

the performance of the learning material.

Stage14-=Finally we might conduct, if funds allow, a

full-scale summative evaluation of the material. But we seldom

have adequate funds for a full-scale summative evaluation. If

such an evaluation is conducted, it is probably best to do it

some years after the materials are in use, so that minor bugs of

usage can be removed and do not interfere with the major issue of

the evaluation.
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I stress that I do not believe that some of the "short cuts"

that have been suggested, strategies which try to shorten this

process, are adequate. The process just dc3cribed will be seen

to be, as already noted, similar to good strategies for

curriculum development in other media, too. In particular I

strongly recommend again the use of authoring languages and

systems. While this practice is widespread, and new systems of

this kind continue to be developed all over the world, the study

of the products of such systems, as compared to material that is

produced without authoring systems, suggest that these systems

seldom lead to first rate material. A group that starts out to

develop a new authoring capability always "knows" that there was

something wrong with previous ones but feels that they will be

able to correct the problems. The difficulty lies not with a

particular authoring language or system, but with the whole

notion.

FUTURE

The massive changes in our educational systems, implied by

the computer, in all levels and in all types of educational

institutions, cannot happen smoothly. Particularly, it seems

unlikely that there will be any careful planning. What is more

likely to happen is that.various types of traditional schools and

institutions will try to preserve their present strategies,

always fighting rear guard actions to maintain essentially the

status quo, hoping that the computer will make only minor changes

and additions to their program. As it becomes more and more

obvious that the changes will. be major and that the entire

8
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structure of
institutions must be changed, it is likely that thesituation will become more and more difficult.

Many questions are raised. One question is that of thearena for education. At the university level, the success oflearning at a distance institutions has already shown that goodreasons exist for moving some, or all, of traditional universityeducation to ^-he home, or to the home plus public environmentssuch as learning centers. In the schools and in training,distance learning activities are likely to play a much largerrole than they do at the present time.
The computer does not demand that it be used in anyparticular physical location. It can be used in any home or inany other

establishment. So the
possibilities for learningbecome very much enlarged. If systems such as voucher systemscome into widespread usage, and commercial vendors enter theprimary and secondary markets, then this will also change thenature of education.

Another interesting feature to consider is how the shape ofcourses will change. Not only will there be more computer usage,but it seems likely that self pacing and mastery stragegies, witheach student proceeding at a pace natural to that student, willbecome much more common. The lockstep education of today whichassumes that everybody must be at the same place at the sametime, true not only in countries with centralized educationalsystems but also effectively true in countries with
decentralizedsystems, is likely to change.

Even more striking may be the changes in content. It is
9
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clear that as the computer becomes more and more a part of our

society with powerful enabling tools playing a major role, the

content of courses will change. Does anyone still need to learn

. to differentiate and integrate, for example, if it is all to be

done in the future via computer? As the computer is becoming

more and more powerful as a learning device, new and more

powerful computer tools will be created which will transform the

need for various types of learning. So course content will

change almost as rapidly as course form during this period of

time.

A third factor will be the question of what happens to

institutions. We have already indicated that they will of

necessity change, even though they are likely to resist change.

It is easy to take on the form of the new educational strategy

but harder to deal with the substance. For example, those

colleges which are currently moving to having large numbers of

computers available on campus have so far given relatively little

thought to the issue of how curriculum will be affected. Indeed,

there seems to be an assumption that "our faculty will do it."

Yet, frankly, faculty in the United States and many other parts

of the world, have almost no experience in curriculum

development. They were not picke3 as faculty because of that

experience, and it seems unlikely that they will be able to make

major changes in their courses by themselves.

The next issue then, naturally suggested by the previous

one, is where all the'new learning material is going to come

from, who will pay for it, by what process will it be

10



developed--the process shown here or by some other process. Will

the actual production be under control of commercial forces or

will the educational establishment, or some parts of governments,

have at least some say in the matter? We almost lost the

possibility of using the video technology in any useful way in

education because of the commercial pressures. It .is not clear

what is going to happen in this situation at the present time,

but the stakes are large. The period ahead will be, for all of

us, a very interesting time, and the future of education depends

on what happens.

11
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FAMILIES, COMPUTERS, LEARNING

Alfred Bork
Educational Technology Center
University of California
Irvine; California 92717

(714) 856-7403/6945

November 21, 1983

The Educational Technology Center is a research and development group

concerned with computer based learning at the University of California, on

the Irvine campus. Several years ago, we received a grant from the Fund

for the Improvement for Post-Secondary Education, within the Department of

Education, to develop science literacy units for a very wide general

audience. One of the tenets of the project was that the material should

be usable in public libraries. We had looked for funding for computer

based learning material to use in public libraries for several years, and

finally we were successful. We developed about a dozen hours of material

for this environment and a similar amount of material on another project

which also was tested in public libraries, as well as in schools. I will not

describe the nature of either of these two projects, amply described in

literature available from the Educational Technology Center.
1

A number of interesting features were found in our use of computers in

libraries. Unlike some uses in libraries, we were not providing computers

for kids to play games or for people to learn to program. Rather, we

were providing highly interactive computer based learning material. Because

the material was in the libraries, it had to run corriPletelly stand-alone with

no teachers or others'to help, either with computer or subject matter details.

Furthermore, the material had to be self-motivating, holding the interest

of the student, since library visitors leave if they lose interest.
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One feature that we noted in libraries, which we found unexpectedly.

was that we often had families working together on running the material. We

saw many examples, but we did not count the number of such family examples.

A typical arrangement might involve a mother, a father, and two children.

Sometimes the children were even too young to read; the older children or the

parents would patiently ready to them, and then there would be a discussion

about how to reply. One of the literate members would type in the reply.

We saw far more of this than we expected; we were not encouraging it in any way

that we were aware of.

When I observed families working together at the displays, it was clear

that a joint learning activity was going on. All the people involved were

learning something, and part of this learning was coming through the interaction

of family members with each other, stimulated and motivated by the interaction

with the computer. Thus, we seemed to be promoting a type of family "togetherness,"

unexpected for us.

Parents do traditionally help their children with school work. When the

children have trouble with homework, they will, at least in some families, appeal

to the parents. But this interaction is often unsatisfactory. The learning

activity is often, at least in pretense, one that involves only the kids. The

parents often try to maintain the attitude that they "know," because of their

ow) school days.

Projo:-..ts which have explicityly presented kids with material that their

parents didn't know have often run into parental opposition. The most interesting

example of this kind was with the new mathematics. Few parents had any experience

with such topics as different number systems, and the more rational explanations

of long division. Schools quickly realized this, and so some classes were run

to acquaint parents with the new mathematics. But these were only partially

successful. I would not claim that the unfamiliarity of parents with the new
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math is the only reason that they new mathematics had such difficulty in the

American school systems, but it probably played some role. In any case, homework

is seldom viewed as a joint learning activity by both parents and the children.

Yet in our society we hear much discussion of life-long learning. Educators

argue that knowledgable adults must continue to learn all their lives. Adults

do engage in a variety of learning activities, everything from formal courses,

such as in a community college, to visits to the public library to obtain books

in a particular area to learn something about that discipline. As society has

changed more rapidly, the need for continuing education has"become more and

more pressing.

I do not know why we saw so many examples of the family learning together

with our materials in the public library. The materials did address a very wide

age group, because they were intended to be not only for children but also for

adult education. The subject which they dealth with, the nature of scientific

activity, is one that is seldom understood by people of any age in our society,

even though the society is scientifically and technologically based.

It is perhaps dangerous to draw conclusions from the few weeks in public

library that we observed. It could be that our family usage was something of'a

statistical oddity. But I think rather, that we may have a clue to a new

educational process for the future. As the computer is used more in our society,

and as it becomes more accessible in environments in which the family can work

together in learning, we may see more learning together activities in the family

life.

A number of factors are necessary if this is to happen. First, sophisticated

learning computerS must become widely available to the general public, not only

in such areas as public libraries, but perhaps even more important, within the

home. Today's home computers are generally too weak to allow the types of
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learning that are likely to be important.

The second ingredient necessary is the development of effective curriculum

material, learning units which employ the full interactive and individualized

capabilities of the computer. If these are to be widely used by both the

parent and the students, the formative evaluation process must work with both

types of audiences, inzluding family audiences. Public library environments

provide a very useful way of doing that, based on our past experiences. The

subject matter of these programs must be serious. That is, if the material

"plays down" to young children, it probably will not be that exciting to parents.

We can write learning material that does appeal effectively to both age levels,

at least in a very wide variety of subject areas. But this will happen only

if we have much more serious efforts at curriculum development than we presently

have.

A third implication is that, as our educational systems change under the

impact of computing, more and more of education, at least education concerned

with knowledge based learning, will take place in the home rather than in the

school or unversity environment as it does today. I do not wish to imply that

schools will cease to exist entirely. Although that is a possibility, I do not

regard it as likely. Rather, certain components of education will migrate to

the homes and other components to stay in the school. One example might have the

kind of split that is seen in George Leonard's Education and Ecstasy, knowledge

based component and socialization components. If we view Leonard's knowldege

based activities in terms of today's and tomorrow's personal computers, it seems

clear that much of it could take place in the home if adequate materials were

available.

Finally, I point out that there may be a number of interesting sociological

consequences of families learning together in addition to the obvious learning
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benefits on both sides. Parents will be able to exert a greater degree of

control over their child's learning environment. I do not, frankly, know how

desirable this will be. It could lead to social problems, or it could lead to

a very interesting, pleasant, new form of society.

I emphasize that the evolution toward families learning together with

computers is likely to be one that will take considerable time. It will not

happen tomorrow. But it does present very interesting possibilities for the

future of education.
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Using Computers in Training - Getting Started
A-5

Alfred Bork
Educational Technology Center
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December 1; 1983

One aspect of the American educational system which has

increased greatly in recent 'years, and shows signs of growing

even larger, is industrial training. These activities include

internal training of engineers and other personnel and customer

training conducted by the company. In large corporations these

training activities can be very extensive, often covering many

areas common to schools and universities.

It, is interesting to speculate why industrial training

continues to grow at a time when other types of educational

institutions in our society, such as schools and universities,

are static or diminishing. One factor in this growth is a

general unrest about the products of our educational system,

found in many places; a strong feeling exists that if companies

are to survive and flourish, they must do more training of their

own personnel.

If a company has products specific to that company and

various people need to use and maintain/those products, those

?eople must be trained. In other cases increasing training

activity represents underlying unhappiness with traditibnal

education. Many companies explicitly or implicitly, ha.re simply

"given up" on the traditional educational system to a startling'



degree. Thisdsituation has become common, reflecting the

widespread distsrust of our educational system.

The reasons for this increase in training are not the major

concern of this paper. Rather, I wish to examine the decisions

involved in beginning to use computer based methods within

training activities. Relatively little computer based material

is currently used in training, particularly if-one excepts a few

large companies that have pioneered this area. Most industiral

training is based on books and lectures, as with traditional

education. The potential for computer based training is great,

and almost every sizable industrial training activity is now

investigating the possibilities of the computer in learning.

The computer is a powerful device in any type of learning,

either in training or in more traditional educational activities.

Good computer based learning material has distinct advantages

over other ways of delivering education. Hence, we find a

growing realization that computer based learning will play an

important part, perhaps even a dominant part, in the training

sYstems of the future. This paper not attempt to review the

considerable advantages of the computer but will assume that

interest in computer usage already exists. It raises the

question of how to begin, not the question whether one should

begin at all.

The Scale of the Beginning Project

The first decision that must be reached, if one is to

develop training material using the computer, is the scale of the

initial project. That is, how large a computer based project is
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contemplated.

The project should not be too large because that would

involve great costs/ in an uncertain direction for the company.

Many factors associated with computer based learning can only be

determined after some experience. Hence, a project which starts

out with the notion of moving all training immediately to the

computer is not realistic.

On the other hand, a project can b too small to yield any

effective information about the use of a learning mode. Thus a

small segment of a course is likely to/be of little use in

understanding the computer and its application in a particular

training environment. A reasonable place to start is with a

whole course, probably a brief course.

Picking a course already in ex'stence is one possibility.

Another possibility, perhaps better given developmental time,

would be to develop training materi I related to a new course,

perhaps training in use or maintena ce of a product which is

currently under development and not yet released. If a

"conventional" course already exists the new computer based

course has a standard of comparison. However, anyone who takes

this direction should understand that omparing two courses with

different instructional materials is a rlifficult and expensive

activity, often beyond the resources of\any expect very large

concerns.

FACTORS IN CHOOSING A PILOT COURSE

The initial pro4a6t, the beginning pilot course, must

consider several factors. First, the group is defeloping

- 3 -
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experienceNabout how computers can be effectively used within the

training grow a major reason for developing the course.

Second, this p ject will be important to convince management

they should proceed further with the development of training

-materials involving the computer. As all good computer learning

materials are likely to be expensive, having a clear mandate from

management is important.

A number of considerations should be kept in mind in

choosing the pilot course. I describe each briefly. Not all

will be applicable in each situation.

1. The Course is Given in Many Locations. One of the

advantages of computer based learning material is that, because

of small personal computers, it can be offered almost anywhere

electricity is available. Hence, we do not need to bring people

to a central location, often at considerable expense. Many

companies have centralized their learning activities, building

large learning c:nters in a few places. But often the curriculum

materials should be available in field offices and sometimes at

the customer's site. Computer based material lends itself very

well to such possibilities, so this factor is important when

using the computer in learning.

2. An Interactive Learning Experience iE. Highly Desirable.

This factor is critical in computer based learning material. No

other mode of learning, available to many people, provides a

level of interactivity possible with good computer based learning

material, except human instructors working with very small

groups.
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In computer based learning material students frequently can

be queried to see what they know and appropriate action taken.

Indeed, students can answer a question perhaps once every 15 to

20 seconds in good material. The experience is very different

for the majority of students from listening to someone talk or

reading a book. While a few very good learners can create active

experiences out of these situations, most learners cannot. The

computer brings interactive learning to almost everyone, but only

if the course is designed to take this into akzount.

3. Individualization is Important. In many situations

students already know some material. For efficient learning,

students should be able to work on what they do not know and be

able to bypass quickly material they do know. In an interactive

environment, such as that provided by the computer, we can

determine, by built-in quiz segments, at each stage exactly what

the learner knows and just what additional help the learner

needs. So the program can be highly individualized, tailored to

the needs of a particular learner. This is clearly very

important when learners come from many backgrounds and is also

important when taking into account the rate at which different

students learn.

4. It is Desirable to Save Time. In typical training

situations students who are employees of the company are removed

from usual routines to undergo the training activity. This means

they are not functioning as productive individuals within the

company. Hence, the sooner the training is completed, the

quicker they can get back to a productive job. In a sense, in
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most industrial training, the time spent in training represents

money to the company, so briefer time corresponds to less cost to

the company.

Because of the possibilities of individualization the

computer often cuts down on the amount of time needed for

training a particular student. Students can proceed at their own

pace, and experimentation indicates there is often a gain of

about 25% in saving of student's time. This suggests an

important factor in choosing the prototype course would be to

pick a course where the time of the participants is very valuable

to the company. If tt can be shown that these valuable students

are spending considerably less time with the computer based

material than with some other approach, a strong economic

argument is made for the computer material.

5. Expensive Equipment is Involved. Another factor

suggesting a particular prototype course is one learning to use

the expensive equipment. Thus, the course might consist of

training people to use an expensive graphics output device. The

more work time required for students to use the actual equipment,

the more expensive the course.

Osten it is possible to simulate on personal computers some

or all of the components of the equipment. If this can be done

on reatively inexpensive computers, the need for learners to tie

up expensive equipment for lengthy times can be lessened greatly.
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